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Abstract 
There are over 300 timber bridges on QLD state controlled roads. Most of these are in poor 
condition. They require constant maintenance as the timber components deteriorate over 
time. 
Detailed level 2 inspections are done as part of the Bridge Asset Management System. A 
significant number of the defects are due to poor practices. These practices, such as 
excessive sniping of girders and corbels, contribute to many bridges being rated in poor 
condition. This causes costs to increase due to increased inspection frequencies and 
rectification works. 
The aim of this research is to critically review current practices and attempt to quantify the 
actual risk of poor maintenance practices, in particular excessive sniping. 
A literature review of current timber bridge inspection and maintenance practices has been 
undertaken to identify key issues. Inspection data from timber bridges in the Mackay-
Whitsunday district has been reviewed to identify the main factors affecting condition 
states and risk ratings. Finally, some structural analysis has been carried out using finite 
element modelling in Strand7.  
Finite Element modelling allows idealised timber components to be analysed under 
different loading conditions. This has been used to compare the effect of snipe depth on the 
structural integrity of timber components. As snipe depth increases, stress concentrations 
form at the snipe resulting in increased risk of splitting. Based on this modelling, some 
recommendations are made regarding the future assessment of component condition states. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Aims 
 
This project aims to look at options to improve the sustainability of timber bridges, while 
reducing life cycle costs. Research will focus on a critical review of the current inspection, 
management and maintenance practices, with the aim to identify possible areas of 
improvement. It is expected that any improvements to the way in which timber bridges are 
managed will lead to reduced costs, increased service life and improved safety.  
The project will focus on the timber bridge network operated by the Queensland 
Department of Transport and Main Roads, with the Mackay-Whitsunday district as a case 
study area. This project will benefit timber bridge asset owners. Many timber bridges are 
now at the end of their useful service lives, which presents unique maintenance challenges. 
It is becoming necessary to adopt sustainable maintenance and inspection practices that 
will extend the service lives of timber bridges until they can be rehabilitated or replaced. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
1) Literature review of the asset management methodologies employed to manage 
timber bridges. This will include reviewing inspection, maintenance and 
rehabilitation techniques.  
2) Critically evaluate the current Bridge Information System used by TMR. In 
particular, it is possible that the current method for evaluating timber bridge risks 
may overrate or underrate the risk to different components. If risks are overrated, 
it could lead to additional costs for inspections and unnecessary replacements. 
3) Validate the way in which condition states are calculated through the use of 
structural analysis. Timber components can be modelled using Strand7 or similar. 
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This will help test the validity of empirically derived assessments of condition 
state. Of particular concern are timber girders and corbels suffering construction 
defects such as over-sniping. 
4) Conduct a case study involving a selection of timber bridges in the Mackay-
Whitsunday district. Data is available from the internal TMR BIS software. From 
a review of the condition state data, it will be possible to validate the current 
condition assessments. Output data from the research will assist with the 
development of Structure Management Plans for bridges in poor condition. 
5) If the results of the review and analysis produce any economic benefit, these results 
can be presented to TMR for further action.  
 
 
1.3 Consequential effects 
 
There are several possible consequences from this research: 
1) There may be no significant findings generated by this research. 
2) Research findings may validate the current methodologies and recommend no 
further changes to current practices. Even if nothing new is found, the project 
would still contribute to the body of knowledge by increasing the level of 
confidence in current practices. 
3) The research may prompt minor revisions to current inspection and maintenance 
manuals to reflect the most up-to-date body of knowledge regarding timber 
bridges. This would result minor procedural improvements while also bringing 
TMR into line with the latest standards and codes. 
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4) The research may invalidate current practices, and recommend significant 
revisions to inspection and maintenance methodologies. 
5) If the research recommends a less conservative approach, there could be an 
institutional risk to TMR if a structure fails as a result. For this reason, additional 
validation is recommended prior to implementing any changes. Conversely, the 
research may indicate a more conservative approach is required in order for TMR 
to meet their public safety obligations. 
6) This research aims to improve sustainable practices regarding timber bridges. If it 
is possible to extend the service life of timber bridges, it will reduce demand for 
high carbon footprint activities such as concrete bridge construction. 
7) The findings may generate further research ideas including destructive and non-
destructive testing of timber components. 
8) The research may generate findings that are of a sensitive nature to TMR, which 
may or may not be confidential. Releasing confidential information raises ethical 
and legal issues. 
9) Although the focus is on Queensland state controlled roads, it is expected that the 
findings will be applicable to other timber bridge asset owners such as councils, 
railways, sugar mills and other state road authorities. 
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1.4 Methodology 
 
Initially a desktop literature review will be conducted. Background information will be 
sought for the nature of timber bridge maintenance in Australia. A focus on Queensland is 
adopted due to the availability of information from internal governmental sources. 
The literature review will focus on full-text sources available from USQ databases, internal 
TMR databases, and fee subscription databases such as Austroads and SAI Global. Some 
information is also available via face-to-face interviews with TMR structural engineers. 
Some explanatory information will be presented, such as the degradation mechanisms of 
timber. Asset management principles will be examined, and linked back to timber bridges. 
Information from other states and countries will also contribute to the literature review. 
A further component of the desktop study will be the analysis of recent bridge inspection 
data for TMR timber bridges. Data is readily available on condition states and risk ratings 
through customizable electronic reports generated in BIS. This will help to draw some 
conclusions regarding the current state of the timber bridge network in QLD. 
The inspection data can be used to conduct a what-if analysis. It is posited that certain 
components, such as timber girders, are overrated in terms of risk. Trialling different risk 
ratings for different components will show if there is a significant change in overall bridge 
condition rating. It may be necessary to replicate and experiment with the algorithms used 
by TMR to generate risk scores for timber bridges. 
It is intended to validate some of the bridge inspection data through theoretical analysis. 
Part of this validation can take the form of structural analysis. Strand7 is the proposed 
software for analysis, however SpaceGass is also available. This will be in a case study 
format where specific components such as a girder or corbel will be modelled, rather than 
a complete structure. It is intended that the validation process will either justify the risk 
scores for timber bridges, or suggest an alternative scoring system. 
18 
 
Supporting information may be sourced from site visits. In particular, it will be possible to 
get photos to illustrate the research. Bridge timbers from recently demolished bridges may 
become available for further visual analysis. 
The research will be compiled electronically wherever possible. Cloud storage (such as 
Dropbox) will minimize the risk of losing data. Endnote is being used to manage all 
references. The majority of the work, especially the desktop study, will take place after 
hours in the home office. A limited amount of work, including site visits and use of TMR 
proprietary software will occur at the TMR office in Mackay. 
Site visits will be coordinated with TMR structural engineers and bridge maintenance 
crews. 
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1.5 Risk Assessment 
 
The risk assessment will encompass two dimensions. Firstly, it will be necessary to assess 
the safety risks that are present while working on the project. Secondly, project risks will 
be assessed. These are the risks that threaten the successful completion of the project.  
Safety hazards and risks will primarily be evident during site visits to collect information. 
Timber bridge sites are hazardous locations, so the major risks will be addressed. However, 
it is a requirement of TMR and RoadTek that all site visitors must complete a site induction 
and be escorted. Site specific risks will likely be addressed in the induction. 
Project risks are those that remain after the completion of the project. These generally do 
not threaten personal safety, but may impact the successful completion of the project. There 
is also a public safety aspect to consider, especially if any outcomes from the research result 
in an unintended reduction in safety. 
As work will primarily be occurring on TMR sites, the TMR Risk Assessment Template 
was used as a basis for the risk assessments. This template is similar to the USQ risk 
assessment template. Hazards and risks are identified for each activity type. The 
consequences and likelihood of the risk are assessed. Then the risk level (low, medium, 
high, extreme) is automatically calculated from the risk matrix. Control measures are 
introduced and the residual risk after the implementation of controls is assessed. The 
intention is to reduce the residual risk to “medium” or below by introducing risk controls. 
Risk controls follow a preferred hierarchy based on their effectiveness. The most effective 
risk control is Elimination as it completely removes the risk from the equation. Often it is 
not possible to eliminate a risk. 
If it is not possible to control high risk activities, these activities must be entered into the 
TMR Hazard Register for further assessment. Risk Assessments are attached in Appendix 
B – Risk Assessments. 
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1.6 Resource requirements 
 
The following resources will be required for successful completion of this research project: 
Resource Available? Approved? 
Laptop computer with internet connection Yes n/a 
Printer and scanner Yes n/a 
Access to TMR Intranet network Yes Yes 
Access to TMR Advice Notes database Yes Yes 
Access to ARMIS, BIS & WhichBridge databases Yes Yes 
Personal protective equipment – Steel cap boots, safety 
helmet, safety glasses, gloves, long sleeve shirt, hi-
visibility vest, long pants. 
 
Yes 
 
n/a 
Access to RoadTek work vehicle Yes Yes 
Subscription to Strand7 and Spacegass Yes Yes 
Recording tools – camera, measuring tape etc Yes n/a 
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1.7 Project Background 
 
Timber has been a popular material for bridge construction in Queensland since colonial 
times. Many timber bridges remain in service on the Queensland state controlled road 
network, despite being superseded by prestressed concrete bridges as the preferred bridge 
type. 
The legacy timber bridge network creates many challenges for those authorities in charge 
of maintenance. The network is of a significant age, and has become overstressed by 
increasing traffic loadings. The bridges were all built to obsolete design codes and traffic 
loadings, meaning they may not have sufficient capacity to handle modern heavy vehicles. 
As a result of current traffic demand and neglecting maintenance in the past, many timber 
bridges are in a poor condition. While rehabilitation programs and replacement programs 
are in development, the sheer number of timber bridges on the network means it will take 
many years to rehabilitate or replace them all. Therefore, there is a pressing need to 
maintain the existing network of timber bridges and extend their service lives until the 
resources become available for rehabilitation. 
Timber bridges suffer from a range of degradation mechanisms which means intensive and 
costly inspection regimes must be implemented to guarantee continued operation. The 
scarcity of suitable hardwood timber components also adds upwards pressure to the 
maintenance costs. Australian Standards and design codes for timber bridges are lagging 
behind other standards by several decades, and the up-take of alternative technologies such 
as Glu-Lam and FRP girders has been extremely slow, at least in Australia. As a naturally 
occurring product, timber has a high degree of variability which makes structural analysis 
difficult. Condition states are often calculated using empirically derived or arbitrary limits, 
and often depend on the judgement of bridge inspectors. 
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Due to all of these challenges facing the timber bridge network, it is a priority to identify 
ways in which maintenance costs can be reduced while increasing service life. This 
research project will review the current state of maintenance and rehabilitation practices, 
in order to identify areas for improvement. In particular, the systems used by the 
Department of Transport and Main Roads in Queensland will be reviewed. The case study 
area will be confined to the state-controlled timber bridge network in the Mackay-
Whitsunday district, which currently includes 63 timber bridges.  
This research project will consider the way in which condition states are calculated, as 
condition states drive the frequency and intensity of bridge inspections, and are used as a 
basis for justifying rehabilitation and replacement projects. If it can be shown that condition 
state ratings are too conservative, it may be possible to save considerable amounts of money 
by reducing the frequency of inspections, and delaying the need for costly replacements. 
 
 
1.8 History of Timber Bridges in Australia 
 
The demand for bridging in Australia arose from the need to develop the nation 
economically from the 19th century onwards. In these early days, material and technological 
limitations meant that most bridges were constructed of timber or masonry. Steel and 
wrought iron bridges were becoming popular in Europe. However the lack of sufficient 
steel making facilities in Australia meant that most steel bridges were pre-fabricated in 
Europe or the USA, then imported to Australia (Austroads 2009a). 
Timber thus became the natural choice for bridge building material. In the late 19th and 
early 20th century, suitable hardwood timber was in abundant supply, and was available 
close to the construction sites. The properties of timber meant it is strong relative to its 
weight and durable. Timber bridges were relatively cheap and fast to construct, up to 50% 
of the cost of an equivalent concrete bridge (Crawford 2014), which allowed for the rapid 
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expansion of Australia’s nascent road and rail networks. However, timber bridges have a 
shorter design life than concrete, and require more in-service maintenance. 
Concrete bridges were first built in Australia in the late 1800s. The first reinforced concrete 
girder bridge was built in Ballarat, Victoria in 1904 (Austroads 2009a) and the first 
prestressed concrete bridge was built in 1954. After the advent of prestressed concrete 
bridges, the use of timber and steel as bridge building materials began to decline. Improved 
concrete technologies, coupled with increasing traffic loads and longer spans, has meant 
that almost all new bridges are now constructed with prestressed concrete (BAM 2005a). 
 
 
Figure 1-1 Existing Bridges on the QLD Main Roads Network (Source: Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual, 
2005, Figure 3.1) 
 
From Figure 1-1 above, it can be seen that timber bridge construction in Queensland was 
popular until the mid-1950s, after which construction of non-timber (i.e. concrete) bridges 
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began to vastly outpace timber bridge construction. By 1970, construction of new timber 
bridges had virtually ceased, despite an increasing demand for bridging generally. Timber 
was also popular prior to 1920, but by 2004, bridges from this era had been taken out of 
service, as had most other non-timber bridges. 
It is important to recognize the contribution provided by timber bridges in the rapid social 
and economic expansion of Australia. These bridges were designed to have relatively short 
service lives, and were never intended to handle present day traffic volumes and loads. The 
short term benefits of timber such as low cost, availability and ease of construction, were 
the dominant factors influencing early decision makers. However, the popularity of timber 
in the past has left behind a legacy of ongoing maintenance, rehabilitation and eventual 
replacement of Australia’s timber bridge stock. 
Slow rates of replacement mean there will be a requirement to keep timber bridges in 
service for decades to come. This requirement is a huge challenge to transportation 
authorities, who need to minimize the cost of inspecting and maintaining timber bridges, 
while planning future rehabilitation and replacement programs. 
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1.9 Timber Bridges in Queensland 
 
In 2005 there were approximately 500 timber bridges in services on state controlled roads 
in Queensland. The mean age of timber bridges was approximately 60 years and at current 
rates of replacement, some of these bridges will need to remain in service for the next 30 
to 40 years (BAM 2005). 
 
Year Timber Bridges in service (QLD TMR 
Network) 
2005 500 
2015 317 
Table 1-1 Timber Bridges in Service on the Queensland Main Roads Network 
 
All timber truss-type bridges have been removed from service on the Queensland state 
controlled road network. The remaining timber bridges are mostly timber girder bridges 
(BAM 2005a). These bridges typically include timber piles, headstocks, corbels, girders 
and decks, although sometimes steel or concrete components are substituted. 
Prior to the introduction of the Bridge Asset Management System (BAMS), the inspection 
and maintenance of timber bridges on the QLD Main Roads Network was conducted in an 
ad-hoc manner, with each district developing their own practices and record keeping 
systems. BAMS is a state-wide asset management approach, which standardises the 
inspection and condition assessment of bridges. Digital recordkeeping was also introduced 
to ensure records could be easily shared across the state.  
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Figure 1-2 Future Prediction of Timber Bridges in service 
 
1.10 Timber Bridges in the Mackay/Whitsunday District 
 
The Australian state of Queensland is divided up into several geopolitical regions. The 
various TMR District offices are responsible for the state-controlled road network within 
their regional boundaries. The Mackay/Whitsunday District is in a coastal area North 
Queensland. It encompasses the entire area of three councils: Mackay Regional Council, 
Isaac Regional Council and Whitsunday Regional Council. The boundaries extend from St 
Lawrence in the south, Bowen in the north, and Clermont in the West. The National 
Highway Route A1 (Bruce Highway) runs through the Mackay/Whitsunday district on a 
south to north alignment, close to the coast. Intersecting the A1 is State Route 70 (Peak 
Downs Highway) which has a junction with the A1 at Mackay, and heads west towards 
Clermont. From a social and economic perspective, these two routes are the most critical 
in the district, and carry the most traffic. 
In the Mackay/Whitsunday district, there is 2,672km of state-controlled roads, with 297 
bridges and 4505 major culverts (TMR 2015). Of the 297 bridges, 63 (21%) are timber 
bridges. 36% of all bridge stock in the district was rated in a poor to very poor condition. 
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About 75% of poor condition bridges are timber. As a result, at the end of 2015 there were 
57 outstanding Structure Management Plans needing to be developed in order to manage 
very high risk bridges (TMR 2015). The number of timber bridges has remained a constant 
63 since 2010, meaning no replacements have occurred in recent years.  
Four of the most prominent timber bridges in the Mackay/Whitsunday district are located 
on the Peak Downs Highway between Mackay and Nebo. These bridges: Fiery Creek, 
Lonely Creek, Cut Creek and Boundary Creek; are all due for replacement in the 2015-
2016 QTRIP program. However, by May 2016 construction had not commenced. 
The Peak Downs Highway is a major arterial road and represents the district’s only heavy 
vehicle route to the Bowen Basin coal mining region. It has a traffic volume of 4411 AADT, 
with 18.6% heavy vehicles (based on 2013 traffic count data). The high proportion of heavy 
vehicles is due to mining supplies being delivered from the Mackay port and heavy 
industrial workshops in Mackay out to the various coal mines in the Bowen Basin. Heavy 
vehicles largely consist of fuel tankers (B-Double type), 48 Tonne cranes, and specialised 
Over Size Over Mass (OSOM) permit loads. OSOM permit loads are usually dump truck 
bodies or dragline buckets which can be up to 9m wide. There is usually at least one OSOM 
movement per day. These loads require police escort, speed restrictions and load permits. 
All four of the remaining timber bridges on the Peak Downs Highway were constructed to 
a “Class A” standard, based on a 15 tonne tractor towing three 10 tonne trailers. Modern 
design classes are based on B-Doubles which can weigh over 60 tonnes. This means these 
four timber bridges are coping with service loads far in excess of their original design 
capacity. 
The remainder of the timber bridges found in the Mackay/Whitsunday district are spread 
across various low volume state controlled roads. In particular, the Marlborough-Sarina 
Road (512) and the Mirani-Mount Ossa Road (536) have significant numbers of timber 
bridges. There are no timber bridges remaining in service on the Bruce Highway in the 
district. Figure 1-3 shows the distribution of bridges in the Mackay/Whitsunday district. 
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The Peak Downs Highway is represented by road numbers 33A (Clermont-Nebo) and 33B 
(Nebo-Mackay). 
 
 
Figure 1-3 Mackay-Whitsunday District. Timber Bridges shown as dark green 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Timber as a building material 
 
Timber is a structure of longitudinally orientated cellulose cells, cemented together by 
lignin (a complex polymer compound) (BAM 2005a). The actions that timber performs in 
nature makes it an ideal structural material, as it is strong in compression, tension and 
bending. Due to the orientation of the cellulose fibres, timber is an anisotropic material 
which exhibits different structural properties in the longitudinal, tangential and radial 
directions.  
 
Figure 2-1 The Cell Structure of Timber (Source: Austroads Guide to Bridge Technology Part 7, 2009, Figure 
9.27) 
 
Timber is strong in the longitudinal direction, both in compression and tension. However, 
it is comparatively weak in tension in the tangential direction. Shrinkage is greatest in the 
tangential direction, but comparatively low in the longitudinal direction. As a result, it is 
common for shrinkage stresses in the tangential direction to cause longitudinal surface 
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cracks or checks (Austroads 2009b), but longitudinal shortening of members is relatively 
minor. 
Given the inherent strength properties of timber, it is a suitable material for a variety of 
bridge components. Timber girders are subject to bending and shear. Piles are subject to 
longitudinal compression due to traffic and dead loads. Piles also resist bending forces due 
to water pressure and debris build-up during floods. Most other components such as decks, 
kerbs and rails can also be constructed with timber.  
Much of the literature agrees that large diameter timber sections, such as those used for 
bridge timbers, as considered to be in an unseasoned state (Austroads 2009c; BAM 2005a; 
Heckroodt 2002; Nicholas 2014). Seasoning is a slow process of drying out freshly cut 
timber. If the timber section is too large, it will never fully season, leading to an uneven 
distribution of moisture throughout the timber section. This leads to timber components 
that will gradually warp and split over time due to uneven drying. 
 
 
2.2 Timber Classification 
 
In order to assess the suitability of timber for structural purposes, a standard classification 
system has been developed. This enables characteristic strength values and durability 
classes to be designated for the purposes of structural design. 
A particular timber specimen is classified by its species, botanical distinction (hardwood 
or softwood), seasoning status (seasoned or unseasoned), strength group and structural 
rating. This enables the stress grade (or F-rating) to be calculated. Each F-rating has its own 
set of characteristic strength values. These values have been developed over time due to 
years of laboratory testing. 
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There are seven strength groups for unseasoned hardwood timber. These are set out in AS 
2082 table A3. Species such as grey ironbark are the strongest and are in strength group 1. 
Weaker species such as rose alder are in strength group 6. The strength group rating is 
dependent only on the species of the timber. The numbering system for strength groups 
only shows the relative strength between species. Species in strength group 1 are stronger 
than those in strength group 2 and so on. 
For each specimen of unseasoned hardwood timber, there are four possible structural 
grades. Most timber is visually graded by trained inspectors who measure the size and 
position of defects such as knots, splits, piping and rot. A specimen of structural grade 1 
will have minimal defects, whereas a structural grade of 4 will have significant defects and 
knots. Thus, a timber specimen will have a defined strength group and structural rating. 
These factors combine to form the stress rating (F-rating), which can be found by looking 
up AS 2082 table B1.  
MRTS 87 Supply of Timber Bridge Materials and Components (2009) sets out the 
minimum requirements for durability, strength group, structural rating and F-rating. For 
example, all round girders must have a durability rating of 2 and a stress rating of F27. In 
general, most structural components require a stress rating of F22 or greater, structural 
grade of 2, and a durability class of 2. This limits the choices of timber species for bridge 
components, which can make procuring suitable replacement materials difficult. 
Figure 2-2 shows the basic classification and selection process with reference to the 
relevant Australian Standards.  
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AS/NZ 2878
Strength Group 
classification based on 
Species and seasoning 
status
AS/NZS 2082 (sawn timber)
Structural Grade (1 – 4)  
based on visual assessment 
AS/NZ 1148
Timber Species 
nomenclature 
AS/NZS 2082 table B2
Stress Grade (F rating)
AS 1720
Design timber structure as 
per Australian Standards
MRTS 87
Order suitable timber 
components for 
construction or 
maintenance
AS 5604
Durability Class based on 
Species
AS 3818.9 (naturally round 
timber)
Structural Grading
MRTS 87 table 6.5.3a
Identify required strength 
group, stress grade and 
durability rating for timber 
bridge component
AS 1720.1 appendix H
 Define timber properties 
based on F-rating (e.g. 
bending strength, MoE)
 
Figure 2-2 Timber classification and selection process 
 
 
2.3 Degradation of Timber 
 
Several mechanisms have been identified which lead to the degradation of timber bridge 
components (BAM 2005a; Ritter 1990). It is important to consider the mechanisms of 
timber degradation, as the result is a weakening of the timber. 
The following have been identified in the literature as the main causes of timber 
degradation (BAM 2005a; Heckroodt 2002; Ritter 1990): 
 Fungal attack (rot) 
 Termite attack 
 Marine organism attack (molluscs and marine borers) 
 Shrinkage and splitting 
 Fire damage 
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 Weathering 
 Chemical attack (including the rusting of bolts and other metal components) 
 Mechanical damage (impacts from vehicles, debris, overloading) 
Much of the maintenance of timber bridges is concerned with the prevention of biological 
attack, mainly fungal attack and termites (Ritter 1990). Moisture ingress can create an 
environment where fungal spores can multiply, so keeping timber components well drained 
is integral in preventing rot (Gilham 2015; Heckroodt 2002). Fungi will only develop 
within a certain range of environmental conditions. Oxygen, a moisture content above 22%, 
and a temperatures between 20 to 40 degrees is necessary to encourage fungal growth 
(Heckroodt 2002). If any one of these three conditions are not met, fungal growth will be 
suppressed. Fungi germinates from minute spores, which can be spread by animals, air or 
water. Once these spores germinate under suitable moisture and temperature conditions, 
they send out filaments called hyphae. The hyphae consume wood by breaking it down into 
simple chemical components (Heckroodt 2002). As wood is progressively consumed, it 
weakens the overall timber structure. Wood under fungal attack may have a mouldy 
appearance, and show significant loss of section. 
Timber that appears bleached or grey has likely suffered weathering through the effects of 
sunlight, temperature fluctuation and repeated wetting. Ultraviolet rays from the sun break 
down the lignin in the timber. As lignin is a structural component which binds together 
cellulose cells (BAM 2005a), the timber will lose strength as it breaks down (Heckroodt 
2002). One of the challenges of fungal attack is that it is very hard to detect in the early 
stages (Tingley 2014) which makes it harder to plan the necessary preventative 
maintenance activities. 
Repeated wetting (through rain or floods) causes timber to shrink and swell cyclically. This 
can lead to warping in the members and cause small cracks (“checks”) to form on the 
surface. These checks create additional sites where moisture can infiltrate, encouraging 
fungal attack (Heckroodt 2002). Moisture may also ingress through nail holes and bolt 
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holes. Aside from promoting fungal attack, the water can cause nails and bolts to rust. The 
rust creates an alkaline condition which breaks down the timber (Heckroodt 2002). For this 
reason bolt holes and nail holes become larger over time, leading to loose connections and 
hence a weaker overall structure (BAM 2005a).  
Mechanical damage can lead to a weakening of the structure. Excessive bending or 
compression forces can cause timber members to split or crack along or across the grain 
(Heckroodt 2002). This damage could result from overloading the bridge beyond its 
capacity, or from accidental damage such as vehicular impacts. Timber degradation, 
regardless of the mechanism, leads to a loss of section. This in turn compromises the 
timber’s ability to resist crushing, bending and axial loads.  
While fatigue due to repeated loadings is definitely an issue for concrete and steel 
structures, it is rarely mentioned in the literature regarding timber bridges. The latest timber 
bridge design codes in the USA and Canada are similar to modern Australian Standards for 
timber structure design, in that they all employ the “limit state design” philosophy (Wacker 
& Groenier 2008). While all of these nationally accepted codes have “ultimate limit state” 
and “service limit state” requirements, none of them include a “fatigue limit state” 
requirement for timber design.  
The lack of literature regarding fatigue suggests that timber has relatively good fatigue 
resistance, and it has not become a significant issue for researchers. The gradual 
degradation and weakening of timber over time appears to be the result of biological 
degradation effects rather than the effect of repeated loadings. As timber biologically 
degrades, the actual capacity of the bridge will reduce. Loads will continue to increase as 
vehicles become heavier and faster. Eventually a point will be reached where the loads 
from traffic will exceed the structural capacity of the bridge. Once this point is reached, 
there is a possibility of structural failure. Non-timber components of timber bridges, such 
as metal plates, bolts, bearing pads and deck wearing surfaces would be susceptible to 
fatigue due to repeated loadings. 
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Effective management of timber degradation mechanisms is vital in maximising the service 
life of timber bridges. Decay due to rot can be prevented by keeping the moisture content 
below 20% (Wacker, Brashaw & Jalinoos 2015). This can be achieved through regular 
maintenance and proper construction detailing. Good detailing can involve minimizing the 
drilling of holes where water can accumulate, and installing flashing or cowlings to timber 
components which are exposed to the elements. If all the decay mechanisms are adequately 
managed, and the bridge is not over-stressed by excessive vehicle loadings, the service life 
will be maximised. 
 
2.4 Bridge Design Codes 
 
Bridge design codes have evolved over time to reflect the development of new materials, 
increasing complexity of structures, and greater community expectations for safety and 
level of service. Despite the increasing demands placed on bridges, construction details and 
member sizes for TMR timber girder bridges have remained virtually unchanged since the 
1920s (BAM 2005a). Design Codes were initially written by COSRA and NAASRA (the 
predecessors to Austroads), but these gave little guidance to the design of timber bridges. 
Unlike building design standards, there existed no Australian Standards for the design of 
bridges until 2004, with the publication of AS 5100. A chronological summary of the 
design codes relevant to bridges is shown in Table 2-1. 
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Bridge Code Year Comments related to Timber Bridges 
COSRA 1953 Each state to follow existing practices 
COSRA 1958 Each state to follow existing practices 
NAASRA 1965 No reference to timber bridges 
NAASRA 1970 Designers to follow CSIRO Timber Engineering Design 
Handbook 
AS1720 1975 Australian Standard for Timber Structure Design (not 
necessarily bridges). Evolved from the CSIRO Timber 
Engineering Design Handbook. Latest version is 2010. 
NAASRA 1976 Designers essentially told to refer to AS1720/1975 
Austroads 
Bridge Design 
Code 
1992 No reference to timber bridge design. “Limit State” design 
philosophy supersedes “Working Stress” philosophy. The 
Limit State philosophy is the same used in Australian 
building design codes. 
HB77 1996 Converts 1992 Bridge Design Code to Standards Australia 
Handbooks. No reference to timber bridge design. 
AS5100 (parts 
1 to 6) 
2004 Australian Standard for Bridge Design. Supersedes HB77. 
No specific reference to timber bridge design. Heavily 
focused on concrete, steel and composite materials. 
AS5100.7 2004 Australian Standard for Bridge Design – Part 7 – Rating of 
Existing Bridges 
DR5100.9 2014 DRAFT Australian Standard for Bridge Design – Part 9 – 
Timber Bridges. 
DR5100.8 2016 DRAFT Australian Standard for Bridge Design – Part 8 – 
Rehabilitation and strengthening of existing bridges 
Table 2-1 History of Bridge Design Codes in Australia  (Sources: TBMM Part 1, 2005; SAI Global 
<www.saiglobal.com.au>, 2016) 
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Neglecting to include timber bridges in any standard design codes since 1976 is evidence 
that interest in timber bridge design has been stagnant for several decades. This is not 
surprising as construction of new timber traffic bridges has been virtually non-existent in 
Queensland since 1970. Even though it is unlikely that new timber girder bridges will be 
constructed in the future, the lack of clear direction on timber bridge design standards is 
problematic when determining correct replacement member sizes and determining timber 
bridge load ratings (BAM 2005a). As a result, maintenance engineers are forced to use 
outdated Standards and obsolete design loads when analysing existing bridges. The release 
of draft Australian Standards for timber bridge design and bridge rehabilitation (DR 5100.9 
and DR 5100.8 respectively), may help address some of these issues. 
The emergence of DR 5100.9 has generated interest and commentary from industry figures. 
Timber bridges are experiencing something of a revival in the USA and Europe in recent 
years (Gilham 2015; Nicholas 2014). Modern fabrication and construction methodologies 
are helping to overcome the inherent weaknesses of timber, while maximizing its strengths 
(Nicholas 2014). Once DR 5100.9 has been reviewed, it will be formally published as AS 
5100.9. At time of writing, this Standard was still in the Draft phase. 
The development of engineered timber products such as glue-laminated timber is driving 
the resurgence of timber bridge construction, and this is the focus of Draft AS 5100.9. In 
Sweden, Norway and Denmark, around 800 new timber bridges have been constructed 
since 1993 as part of the Nordic Wood Project (Nordic Industrial Fund 2002). By 
developing a national standard in Australia, and making use of the latest materials, it may 
be possible to construct timber bridges with predictable performance and a guaranteed 100-
year design life. This is a marked improvement over the 30 year design life of timber girder 
bridges (Nicholas 2014). While the intent of DR 5100.9 centres around design of new 
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timber bridges, one of the potential positive outcomes is increased adoption of engineered 
timber products for the maintenance and rehabilitation of existing timber bridges. 
 
2.5 Typical Components of a Timber Bridge 
Almost all timber bridges on Queensland state-controlled roads are timber girder bridges. 
Timber girder bridges vary greatly in their span, width, height and angle of skew, but they 
all have a similar basic layout. Standard terminology has evolved over time to describe the 
various components of a timber bridge, and these are listed in Table 2-2.    
 
 
Figure 2-3 Elevation view of typical timber girder bridge (Source: TBMM Part 1, 2005, Figure 3.5a) 
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Figure 2-4 Cross-sectional view of typical timber girder bridge (Source: BIM Appendix C, 2004, Figure 1.4)  
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 Term Description 
Abutment Structure which provide a transition from the road embankment to the 
bridge deck. As such, abutments support bridge loads as well as earth 
pressure loads due to retaining embankment material. 
Bracing Diagonal members placed across pier piles to transfer flood loads. 
Check Separation of fibres along the grain but not extending from one surface 
to another. 
Corbels Short timber members used at piers to help support the ends of timber 
girders. 
Decking Hardwood planks placed transversely to girders to carry traffic loads. 
Alternate decking materials include various timber laminates, steel 
troughs and concrete slabs. Decks are often sealed with bitumen or 
asphalt to provide waterproofing and a wearing surface for traffic. 
Girders The main longitudinal members which support the deck and span 
between the piers. 
Headstock Transverse member/s placed across the top of abutment or pier piles to 
transfer superstructure loads to the support piles. 
Piers A pile group arranged parallel to the streamflow, supporting a 
headstock. 
Piles Driven timber members that transfer all bridge loads into the 
foundations 
Shear Structural action which tends to split loaded members longitudinally 
Snipe Cut taken out of the end of girders and corbels in order to provide a 
seating area on the corbel or headstock. Also referred to as a Notch. 
Split Separation of timber fibres along the grain which extends from one 
surface to another. 
Substructure Lower supporting members (piles, headstocks, corbels) 
Superstructure Upper supporting members (girders, decks, barriers) 
Wales Horizontal members placed across pier piles. Acts with bracing to 
transfer flood loads. 
Table 2-2 Timber bridge terminology 
(Sources: TBMM Part 1, 2005; Austroads Guide to Bridge Technology Part 3, 2009) 
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3 Management of Timber Bridges 
3.1 Introduction to Bridge Asset Management 
 
Like all public assets, timber bridges are not something that can be built and then forgotten 
about (Austroads 2009b). There will be a need for ongoing maintenance in order to prolong 
service life, maximize efficiency and maintain public safety. In order to achieve these goals, 
a systematic asset management approach is needed. 
Austroads has published reference guides such as the Guidelines for Bridge Management 
(2004), Guide to Bridge Technology Part 7: Maintenance and Management of Existing 
Bridges (2009) and the Guide to Asset Management Part 6: Bridge Performance (2009). 
These guides are the result of information sharing between the various State Road 
Authorities in Australia, and therefore represent industry consensus on the current “best 
practices”. Although these guides are not in themselves an Asset Management System, they 
do give an outline of what a typical Asset Management System should contain. Based on 
these guides, each state and territory develop their own systems and procedures. 
Asset Management is a systematic approach to ensure assets such as bridges are 
appropriately managed throughout their lifecycle of construction, operation and 
decommissioning. In order to manage a stock of bridges effectively, there needs to be a 
consistent system of data inputs and outputs (Austroads 2004). Typical data inputs are 
bridge inventory and condition of bridge components. Typical data outputs are condition 
state ratings and structure risk rankings. This data assists maintenance engineers in 
planning maintenance work and requisitioning funds for high priority rehabilitation. 
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3.2 Information Systems 
 
To achieve high quality outputs in any system, the input data also needs to be of high quality 
(Austroads 2004). It should therefore come as no surprise that the first step in effective 
asset management is to establish an information system in which data can be collected and 
stored. This is illustrated in Figure 3-1 which highlights the importance of accurate input 
data. Modern bridge information systems are computerised and networked. This allows 
field data from inspections to be uploaded into the system, and then others can view the 
data remotely. To ensure incoming data is of a high quality it must be well defined, 
objective, repeatable, verifiable and collected by appropriately qualified personnel 
(Austroads 2004). 
Input 
Data
Inventory
Inspection data
Maintenance history
Design/construction details
Traffic volume/accidents
Fire/Flood history
Condition States
Works Program
Predicted performance
Performance reports
Information 
System
Predicted costs vs options
Identified needs
 
Figure 3-1 Examples of typical input and output data 
(Source: BAM, 2005) 
 
Many road authorities, especially local government authorities, may not even know how 
many bridges they have on their network (Tingley 2014). Timber bridges in particular may 
be of significant age, and changed stewardship many times. Records either weren’t kept or 
have been lost over time. Completing an inventory of bridge stock and inputting it into the 
bridge information system is an important priority. The asset manager needs to know two 
things: “What do we have?” (inventory) and “What shape is it in?” (condition state). It is 
necessary to answer the first question before answering the second. 
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Given the number of timber bridges on some road networks, the conducting of an initial 
inventory can be a time-consuming and costly exercise. Bridge inventories can then be kept 
up-to-date with periodic inspections. As time goes by, more data points are collected, which 
enable asset managers to perform statistical analysis to look at trends and rankings.  
 
 
3.3 Maintenance Definitions 
 
Timber bridge maintenance interventions are split into 3 levels of increasing complexity 
(Austroads 2009b): 
 Preventative maintenance 
 Structural repair 
 Rehabilitation/replacement 
Preventative maintenance involves simple tasks such as tightening bolts, clearing scuppers, 
removing debris and reapplication of termicides and fungicides. These are ongoing tasks 
that can be programmed at the network level. The purpose of preventative maintenance is 
to prolong the service life of a structure by offsetting the major degradation mechanisms of 
fungal attack and termite attack (Austroads 2009b). A good regime of preventative 
maintenance will help extend the time before more serious repairs or rehabilitation is 
required. 
Structural repair is the next level of intervention. This can involve repairing or replacing 
individual structural components. Structural damage is often identified during regular 
inspections of timber bridges. Structural repairs are reactive in nature, and are carried out 
after damage or decay has already occurred. 
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Once the overall condition of a bridge has degraded to a certain level, it becomes 
uneconomic to conduct continued structural repairs (Austroads 2009b). At this point, major 
intervention such as rehabilitation or replacement may be required. Rehabilitation is the 
restoration of a bridge to its original capacity, essentially returning it to a “like new” 
condition (Austroads 2009b; BAM 2005a; Ritter 1990). Rehabilitation can also include 
upgrades such as deck widening, or strengthening to increase load capacity. Replacement 
is the ultimate form of rehabilitation, and involves the complete replacement of the 
structure, often with a new concrete bridge which conforms to modern design criteria. 
 
 
3.4 TMR Bridge Management Strategy 
 
The bridge management strategy employed by TMR is based on the Austroads guidelines 
such as the Austroads Guidelines for Bridge Management (2004) and the Austroads Guide 
to Bridge Technology – Part 7: Maintenance and Management of Existing Bridges (2009). 
By taking a systematic approach to asset management, the goal is to own a network of 
bridges which perform their intended purpose, for long periods of time, with a minimal 
lifecycle cost (Austroads 2004). All bridges and culverts are assessed using the same 
principals and approach. 
The bridge management system developed by TMR is called BAMS (Bridge Asset 
Management System). This system was developed in 2004. It is not to be confused with 
BAM (Bridge Asset Management) which is a divisional group within TMR. BAM develops 
and implements BAMS.  
A principal driver for the development of an asset management system appears to be a High 
Court decision in Australia which removed the non-feasance immunity previously enjoyed 
by road authorities (BAM 2005b). This decision made it easier for criminal and civil actions 
to be brought against road authorities for negligence. A system was needed to develop 
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defensible maintenance programs in order to show that risks were being assessed and 
treated in a reasonable manner (Estimates Committee D - Transport and Main Roads  
2004). 
BAMS comprises of the following components: 
 Bridges Information System (BIS). This is a central repository for all bridge 
inspection and inventory information. It is part of the overarching ARMIS 
database. It is a Microsoft ACCESS application which is launched from an internet 
browser, allowing state-wide access. 
 Bridge Inspection Manual. This manual contains the Bridge Inspection & 
Condition Rating Policy and Procedures. 
 Bridge Inspector training and accreditation scheme 
 Load Capacity Assessment policy and procedures 
 Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual 
 Guidelines for the management of defective bridges 
 WhichBridge prioritisation software. This tool is embedded in the BIS application.  
BAMS can be used to generate reports and risk ratings for bridges and major culverts. It 
helps asset maintenance managers prioritize their resources and funding. Users can query 
the database to generate customisable reports of varying detail. Reports can be generated 
at the network level, road level, structure level or component level. The BAMS software 
has not been updated since 2005, and is considered obsolete by current standards and 
expectations. 
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3.4.1 Maintenance Manuals 
 
There are two principal texts used for the maintenance of timber bridges on Queensland 
state-controlled roads. The Bridge Inspection Manual was published in 2000 and revised 
in 2004. The Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual was published in 2005 and written to be 
compatible with the Bridge Inspection Manual. Both manuals were created by the Bridge 
Asset Management (BAM) division of TMR. The Bridge Inspection Manual is relevant to 
all bridge types, whereas the Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual is written specifically 
for timber bridges. 
Since the publishing of these manuals, the only major revision has been the inclusion of 
guidelines on the treatment of Asbestos Containing Materials within bridges, in 2014. 
Rather than issue revisions, BAM publishes “Advice Notes” which address technical issues 
as they arise. Advice Notes are available internally to TMR employees. Alternatively, they 
are attached as an appendix to the Bridge Inspection Manual. Advice Notes have been 
published sporadically between 2002 and 2016. However, the current publicly available 
electronic version of the TMR Bridge Inspection Manual only incorporates Advice Notes 
up to 2006. This means the most recent decade’s worth of Advice Notes are not yet publicly 
available.  
Both the Bridge Inspection Manual and the Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual identify 
several unresolved issues, with the caveat that these issues will be dealt with in future 
revisions of the manuals. However, despite being published over ten years ago, neither 
manual has received a significant revision. As a result, much of the information presented 
in the manuals is outdated. Users of the manuals are required to search for up-to-date 
information from the Advice Notes database, or externally from non-TMR sources. 
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3.4.2 Bridge Inspections 
Regular inspections are a prerequisite for effective bridge management (Austroads 2004). 
Inspectors physically gather raw data which input into the Bridge Asset Management 
System for further analysis. It is critical that data is accurate, consistent and collected in a 
timely manner. A hierarchy of inspections of increasing rigour has been used by TMR since 
1998 (BAM 2004). The hierarchy of inspection levels is summarised below.  
3.4.2.1 Level 1 Inspection 
This is the most basic and cursory inspection level. It is a reporting of easily observable 
defects such as blocked scuppers or debris build-up. More obvious damage will also be 
noted and reported. Level 1 inspections are performed during routine maintenance of 
structures. TMR stipulates that each timber structure should receive a level 1 inspection 
every 12 months (BAM 2004). 
3.4.2.2 Level 2 Inspection 
A level 2 inspection is conducted to assess the ‘condition state’ of a structure. Level 2 
inspections are arguably the most important activity that occurs within the Bridge Asset 
Management System, as they are significantly more detailed than a level 1 inspection, and 
they are conducted more frequently than a level 3 inspection. Level 2 data includes crack 
width measurements, reporting on undersized and over-sniped components, and 
completing a full design inventory. Austroads recommends test bores are drilled in timber 
bridge components every 2 – 4 years (Austroads 2004). Level 2 inspections are only carried 
out by accredited Level 2 Bridge Inspectors. 
Austroads guidelines recommend that a level 2 inspection on timber structures is carried 
out every 12 months (Austroads 2004). However, TMR permits level 2 inspections to be 
staggered with the level 1 inspections for fair-to-good condition bridges (BAM 2004). 
Therefore, if the bridge is in reasonable condition, the level 2 inspections only need to be 
carried out every 24 months. Timber bridges in a poor condition must receive a level 2 
inspection every 12 months, which leads in increased running costs.  
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3.4.2.3 Level 3 Inspection 
Austroads refers to level 3 inspections as Structural Safety Assessments. TMR refers to 
them as Structural Engineering Investigations. These inspections are only carried out when 
data gathered from routine level 1 or level 2 inspections suggests that the bridge may be 
structurally deficient. Level 3 inspections are highly detailed and involve measurement of 
defects, testing and structural analysis. The information gathered is used to determine actual 
structural capacity of the bridge, predict remaining life, and assess asset management 
practices. Level 3 inspections must only be conducted by a Professional Engineer, or 
recognized equivalent, who has at least 5 years’ experience in bridge design and 
construction (BAM 2004). 
3.4.2.4 Level 4 Inspection 
Austroads refers to level 4 inspections as Load Capacity Assessments. Level 4 inspections 
are carried out to determine the performance capacity (load rating) of a bridge (Austroads 
2004). TMR does not use the “Level 4” nomenclature. Instead, a Load Rating Assessment 
may be requested as part of the level 3 inspection. A load rating assessment may be used 
to determine what load limit should be placed on a bridge, and may form part of the permit 
process for over-dimensional loads. 
 
3.5 Bridge Condition  
3.5.1 Component Condition States 
 
One of the purposes of a level 2 inspection is to assess the condition of structural 
components (Austroads 2004). TMR has adopted the Austroads approach in which each 
structural component is assigned a “condition state” rating. There are four condition states 
defined in the Bridge Inspection Manual, and are summarised in Table 3-1. This rating 
system is nationally accepted in Australia, and is used to rate the condition of various 
material types such as timber, concrete and steel. 
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Condition State of 
Element 
Description 
CS1 As new Component is in good condition with little or no 
deterioration. 
CS2 Good Condition Component shows minor deterioration. Defects do not 
cause loss of section or a reduction in serviceability. 
CS3 Fair Condition Component shows advancing deterioration. Minor loss of 
section may be present but not severe enough to affect 
strength or serviceability. 
CS4 Poor Condition Component shows advanced deterioration and loss of 
section. Deterioration is severe enough to warrant structural 
analysis. 
Table 3-1 Condition State ratings  (Source: Austroads Guide to Bridge Management, Table 6, 
2004) 
 
TMR has developed another condition state in addition to the four Austroads condition 
states: Condition State 5 (“CS5”). CS5 is only applied to a structure which as a whole is so 
severely compromised that it must be taken out of service immediately (BAM 2004). 
While the condition states described in Table 3-1 represent a qualitative assessment of 
bridge condition, guidelines and rules have been developed to help bridge inspectors 
consistently quantify the condition state of each bridge component. Limits are established 
for various defects such as crack widths, excessive snipe depths and sectional loss due to 
decay or corrosion. By taking quantitative measurements on-site, the bridge inspector can 
assign to each component an appropriate condition state from 1 to 4. Despite these 
condition state guidelines, it is not possible to cover every situation, so bridge inspectors 
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are expected to also apply their own knowledge and experience while assessing condition 
states (BAM 2004). 
Condition states are not necessarily recorded for the component as a whole. Different 
condition states can be assigned to different proportions of a component. For example, 50% 
of the component may be CS4 while the other 50% is only CS2. For the purposes of 
assigning condition states to a component, a component will either be measured in linear 
metres (m), square meters (m2) or a discrete number of similar components (Each/EA). The 
unit of measure is dependent on component type and material. The TMR Bridge Inspection 
Manual (2004) contains information on the quantifiable condition state limits for each 
component and material type. It also establishes the unit of measure for each component 
type. 
 
 
3.5.2 Component Significance Ratings 
 
Significance ratings are applied to each component type to reflect the relative structural 
importance of that component. In Queensland, significance ratings are given on a scale of 
1 to 4. If a component is rated significance rating 1, it means that component is relatively 
unimportant to the structural performance of the bridge. Examples include footways, 
guardrails and spiking planks.  A significance rating of 4 is assigned to the most structurally 
important components such as girders, headstocks and piles. Components with a 
significance rating of 4 are called principal structural members. The significance rating is 
essentially a weighting factor, which ensures the condition state of principal structural 
members is considered more important than the condition state of non-structural 
components when assessing overall bridge condition.  
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Component Code Significance 
Rating 
Corbel COR 3 
Deck D 3 
Girder G 4 
Headstock H 4 
Kerb K 1 
Pile P 4 
Spiking Plank SP 1 
Table 3-2 Summary of Significance Ratings for various bridge components (source: TMR Bridge 
Inspection Manual 2004, Figure 1.0 Standard Component Matrix) 
 
 
3.6 Use of Software 
Several applications have been developed by TMR to assist with storing and analysing data 
related to timber bridges. 
 ARMIS – A Road Management Information System 
 BAMS – Bridge Asset Management System 
 BIS – Bridge Information System. Part of the ARMIS platform. Repository of all 
data related to bridges (BAM 2005a). It is the hub for BAMS. 
 WhichBridge – Risk based prioritisation tool. Integrated with BIS. 
 
3.6.1 WhichBridge 
WhichBridge is a risk assessment methodology which is used to help prioritize 
maintenance. It uses data from BIS and ARMIS sources, including level 2 inspection data 
and AADT traffic count data, in order to generate a numerical risk score (BAM 2005b).  
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Risk is a dimensionless score based on the following equation: 
Risk = Probability of failure x Consequence of failure 
The risk score is based on multiple criteria. “Probability of failure” considers the structural 
condition of the bridge, traffic loads and environmental exposure. “Consequence of failure” 
considers the various environmental, economic, safety and social consequences of failure. 
The risk score enables all structures to be ranked in order from highest to lowest risk. All 
of the literature regarding this risk assessment method agree that the risk score shows 
relative risk, not absolute risk (Amekudzi & Meyer 2011; BAM 2005b; Boadi 2015; Kotze 
& Underhill 2013). This means the risk score of a structure only has meaning when 
comparing it to other structure risk scores. As such, structures can be ranked in terms of 
their risk, but the value of the risk score does not indicate overall risk to any particular 
structure. Possible risk scores under the current algorithm vary from 4 to over 400,000. 
Such a score does not indicate that one structure is 100,000 times more “at risk” than 
another structure. 
Despite the fact that the risk score only shows relative risk, a threshold level of 1500 has 
been declared. Structures with a risk score greater than 1500 are considered to “at risk”. 
One of the district’s KPI’s is to reduce the number of structures with a risk score greater 
than 1500 by 50%. This policy is problematic as it is attempting to use a relative numerical 
score as an absolute risk rating. 
The algorithm used to derive the risk score will be explored in greater detail to show how 
in its current form, it is technically impossible to achieve the “50% less than 1500” KPI. 
3.6.1.1 WhichBridge algorithm: Probability of Failure 
The Probability of Failure is based on several factors: 
 Loading Factor (LF = 1 to 24) 
o Minimum for Class A timber bridge = 4. Maximum = 10 
 Resistance Factor (SF = 1 to 16) 
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o SF = Significance Rating x Material Rating 
o Minimum Material rating for timber =4, maximum = 16 
 Condition Factor (CF = 1 to 8) 
 Inspection Factor (IF = 1 to 2) 
o Note that Probability of Failure score will be doubled if inspection interval 
is exceeded. For timber bridges in CS3 or CS4, structure must be inspected 
every 12 months. 
 Exposure Factor (XF = 1 to 2), depending on aggressiveness of environment. 
 Multiple Deficiency Factor (MDF = 1 to N+1) 
The Multiple Deficiency Factor recognizes that a group of deficient components clustered 
in one component group (a single pier or span) creates a higher failure risk than the same 
number of deficient components spread across multiple component groups. The MDF is 
calculated group by group, and then for the structure as a whole. This calculation requires 
a high degree of computation effort as it requires an analysis of each component, each 
component group, and then the whole structure. 
The above factors are multiplied to give the Probability of Structural Failure. 
 
3.6.1.2 WhichBridge algorithm: Consequence of Failure 
The Consequence of Failure considers the consequences to human life, the environment 
and traffic disruption resulting from the failure of a bridge. It is broken into the following 
factors: 
 Human Consequence (HC = 1 to 8). Usually 1 or 2 for timber bridges. 
 Environmental Consequence (EC = 0 to 2). Usually zero on typical timber bridge 
routes. 
 Traffic Access Consequence (TC = 1 to 5) 
 Economic Consequence (NC = 1 to 5). This is based on replacement cost. 
 Road Significance (RS = 1 to 6). Usually 1 or 2 for timber bridge routes. 
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 Local Industry Access (AC = 1 or 1.5). 
The Consequence of Failure is calculated by adding all the above factors. This means the 
maximum COF is 32.5 and the minimum COF is 4. 
 
3.6.1.3 WhichBridge: Risk Calculation 
The Risk rating is calculated as PSF x COF. The Consequence of Failure rating is generally 
fixed, as it is based on environmental and geographic factors. The Probability of Structural 
Failure can be altered by improving the condition of the structure. It is noteworthy that the 
PSF can be halved simply by ensuring inspections are up to date. 
Assuming traffic composition and volume is consistent, the Loading Factor does not 
change. The Resistance Factor penalises components based on their material type. Timber 
is the most heavily penalised material type, which means timber will automatically be rated 
at a higher risk even without any defects. The Resistance Factor will not change unless a 
substitute material is used. The Inspection Factor remains constant as long as inspections 
are up to date. Likewise, the Exposure Factor is constant, based on the surrounding 
environment. Therefore, the only probability factors that can be changed are the Condition 
Factor and the Multiple Deficiency Factor. 
Computing the MDF requires assessing the structure at the Component and Group levels. 
WhichBridge can be used to display most of the values without having to refer to the raw 
data. However, WhichBridge only shows actual conditions, and the raw data is required in 
order to conduct a sensitivity analysis. Due to time constraints, one structure will be 
considered – Funnel Creek on the Marlborough-Sarina Road.  
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3.7 Challenges for the Timber Bridge network in Queensland 
 
From the literature review, and a review of the current management practices used by 
TMR in Queensland, the following challenges have been identified: 
 Ageing stock 
 Increased inspection costs (due to safety concerns, highly intensive inspection 
regimens etc) 
 Possible over or under-rating of risk 
 High cost of replacement (i.e. with concrete bridges) 
 Slow pace of replacement 
 Increasing number of stock in poor condition 
 Decreasing availability of replacement timber components 
 Installation of poorly fitting components leads to excessive sniping 
 Lack of definitive design codes 
 Design codes not up to date or consistent across states 
 Uncertain structural capacity due to timber variability 
 Slow uptake of new technologies (such as FRP components, repairs etc). 
 Greatly increased traffic volumes and mass over and above original design intent. 
 Loss of construction and maintenance skills 
 Timber treatments (anti-fungal, anti-termite etc.) substituted with more 
environmentally friendly but less effective chemicals. 
 
The Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual was written in 2005 as an attempt to formalize 
timber bridge maintenance practices which have been employed in Queensland since the 
1920s. The manual is written in conjunction with the Bridge Inspection Manual (BIM) and 
relevant Main Roads Standards. 
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Supplies of suitable bridge timber are becoming more scarce. Under the South East 
Queensland Forest Agreement (SEQFA), there is a plan to phase out logging of Crown land 
by the year 2025. After this point, only private plantation timber will be available for use 
in timber bridges in the South East corner (BAM 2005a; SEQFA 1999). 
 
 
4 Case Study - Timber Bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday 
District 
 
The Mackay-Whitsunday district currently has 63 timber bridges still in service. These 
bridges are all the typical TMR deck and girder design. In most cases the deck, girders, 
corbels and piles are still made of timber. In some cases, timber components have been 
replaced by steel. For example, most headstocks are now steel. Some timber piles have 
been replaced with steel I-beams. Decking planks have been replaced with laminated 
timber panels which are less prone to warping. In some cases, a timber substructure is used 
to support a concrete deck. 
The average age of a timber bridge in the Mackay-Whitsunday district is 67 years. The 
oldest bridge is 84 years old (Ossa Creek, constructed 1932). The newest bridge is 50 years 
old (Cut Creek, constructed 1966). During their life, these bridges would have undergone 
several rounds of maintenance and rehabilitation, and it is unclear how much of the original 
structure remains in service. 
The TMR Bridge Information System (BIS) allows the extraction of a lot of data 
concerning timber bridges. This data includes an inventory (component material type and 
quantity) as well as inspection data. BIS and WhichBridge will be used for the case study 
of the Mackay-Whitsunday district. 
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4.1 Structure Condition 
Of all the timber bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district, the majority (76%) are in 
condition state 4. This means most of the timber bridges are considered to be in poor 
condition. 
 
Figure 4-1 Timber Bridge Condition States - Mackay-Whitsunday District 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Pre-Stressed Concrete Bridge Condition States - Mackay-Whitsunday District 
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It is noteworthy that a further 10% of timber bridges are in condition state 3, meaning that 
86% of all timber bridges in the district are degraded in some way. There are no timber 
bridges in condition state 1 as this implies they are in “as new” condition. In comparison, 
the stock of pre-stressed concrete bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district are in good 
condition, with 72% being rated in condition state 2 or better. 
 
4.2 Component Condition 
The condition of a bridge is assessed based on the conditions of the individual components 
which make up that bridge. Sniping has been anecdotally identified as a major issue in the 
Mackay-Whitsunday district. This issue affects girders and corbels, but does not affect 
other major components such as piles, headstocks or decks. Hence, only data on girders 
and corbels will be included in further analysis. 
In order to quantify the issue, a selection of recent Level 2 Bridge Inspection Reports was 
analysed in the TMR Bridge Information System. 
The information available in the reports includes: 
 Snipe depth (expressed as a percentage of total cross section depth) 
 Defect type 
 Condition state 
There are also some explanatory notes recorded by the inspectors to justify why a certain 
condition state was selected.  
During a review of the inspection data, it was found that 27% of girders and 73% of corbels 
had some form of defect recorded against them. Defective components were usually 
labelled as condition state 3 or 4. This was based on a sample size of 515 girders and 389 
corbels. 
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Figure 4-3 Percentage of Defective Components 
 
 
The types of defects identified in the reports were recurrent, and it is possible to classify 
each defective component into one of seven categories: point loading, excessive snipe, 
cracking, splitting, missing bolts, substandard strengthening and piping. In many cases, 
more than one defect was present. When this occurred, only the most serious defect is 
considered in the analysis. 
 
Figure 4-4 Defective Components classified by Defect Type 
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During the analysis of the raw data, it was noted that there was a discrepancy in the 
methodology of determining the condition state for girders. In some cases, a girder was 
rated in condition state 4 because the corbel supporting it was point loaded over the 
headstocks. The corbel itself would invariably be rated in condition state 4 for the same 
reason. In other cases, only the corbels would be rated as defective, and the condition of 
the girders was considered independently. This discrepancy appears to result from 
differences of opinion by the Level 2 Bridge Inspectors who carried out the inspections. As 
a result, overall structure condition may be being over (or under)-estimated. 
From Figure 4-4, it can be seen that the majority (57%) of both defective girders and corbels 
rated the point loading over the headstocks as the most serious defect. There is a blanket 
practice of marking all point loaded components as automatic condition state 4. This could 
have the effect of skewing the data by masking other serious defects which were considered 
of secondary importance. It is also of note that deterioration from natural effects (piping) 
and from overloading effects (splits and cracks) were comparatively minor. Most of the 
defects resulted directly from poor construction and maintenance practices. 
Excessive sniping was identified in only 10% of corbels and 18% of girders. This defect 
was usually recorded against unstrengthened sniped components, or strengthened 
components where the snipe exceeded 30% of the component’s depth. Substandard 
strengthening was identified in 20% of corbels and 7% of girders This occurs during 
maintenance where strengthening conducted in the past is not deemed sufficient by current 
standards. In most cases, the use of coach screws instead of bolts was the reason that 
strengthening was considered inadequate. Substandard strengthening implies some degree 
of sniping was present, as it is generally not necessary to strengthen non-sniped 
components. After point loading, substandard strengthening was the most common defect 
in corbels. 
Measurements of snipe depth are taken on each component during a Level 2 inspection. 
Snipe depths typically range from 0% to 35% of total cross-sectional depth. The 
distribution of snipe depths is shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5 Snipe depths on Girders and Corbels 
 
 
Not all components had a snipe depth recorded against them. This could be due to the fact 
that there was no snipe, or that is was not recorded by the inspector. 77% of girders and 
72% of corbels had some form of sniping positively recorded against them. Of the 
remaining components, it is not clear whether they are sniped or not. Due to this missing 
information, only the components which were positively identified as being sniped were 
analysed. 25% of sniped girders and corbels recorded a snipe depth of 10% or less. 
However, a greater proportion of girders and corbels recorded a snipe between 11% and 
15% (30% and 28% respectively). There is a trend which shows deeper snipes to be less 
common, however corbels were more likely than girders to have a snipe between 21% and 
30% of cross-section depth. This implies a greater tendency to cut deep snipes into corbels. 
One explanation for this is the fact that replacement corbels are often installed from 
underneath the bridge, and deep snipes are often cut into them for no reason other than to 
make installation easier. Overall, 30% of corbels and 24% of girders had a snipe depth 
greater than 20%. 
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Figure 4-6 Condition States of Girders and Corbels 
 
 
As well as assessing the condition of the overall structure, the Level 2 inspection also 
assesses the condition state of each individual component. This assessment is somewhat 
more objective as it is based on specified limits found in the Bridge Inspection Manual. 
The condition state is chosen based on the presence of certain defects such as point loading, 
but also on other factors such as the snipe depth, loss of cross-section due to piping, and 
crack width. From Figure 4-6, it is immediately obvious that most girders (71%) are in a 
comparatively good condition, whereas most corbels (52%) were rated in extremely poor 
condition. There are several factors explaining this disparity: 
 Corbels are more likely to have an excessive snipe depth 
 Corbels are more likely to have strengthening which is not up to current standards. 
 Many corbels are point loaded over their supports due to the absence of spreader 
plates. 
 Girders are a primary structural member and would attract more regular 
maintenance, keeping the overall stock of girders in good condition. 
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There was a tendency to record deeply sniped corbels in condition state 2, provided they 
were correctly strengthened. However, snipes deeper than 30% were automatically classed 
as condition state 4, regardless of whether the component was strengthened or not. 
Components in condition state 3 appear to be under-represented in the data. This is likely 
due to the prevalence of point loading defects masking the presence of other less severe 
defects which would otherwise result in the component being rated in condition state 3. 
From this review of the data from within the Mackay-Whitsunday district, the following 
observations can be made: 
 The timber bridge stock is in significantly worse condition than the stock of 
concrete bridges. 
 The majority of defects in timber girders and corbels appear to result from poor 
maintenance processes. In particular, point loading, excessive sniping, and 
substandard strengthening are major issues which affect these components. 
 Defects resulting from natural degradation were minimal in girders and corbels.  
 There is a tendency to double-up on reports by recording girders as defective if the 
corbel underneath is point loaded. 
The most severe issue appears to be point loading of corbels over the headstocks. This issue 
should be comparatively easy to fix with the installation of spreader plates under the 
corbels. Sniping is the next most severe issue, whether from substandard strengthening 
practices, or poor installation practices. This analysis confirms sniping as a major 
maintenance issue in the Mackay-Whitsunday district, which warrants further 
investigation. 
 
4.2.1 Funnel Creek Bridge Analysis 
Funnel Creek has the highest risk rating of any timber structure in the Mackay-Whitsunday 
district. While the superstructure is generally in good condition, the substructure is in very 
poor condition, particularly the piers, headstocks and corbels. 
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Currently the WhichBridge risk rating for Funnel Creek is 146965. This represents one of 
the highest risks in the district. From Level 2 inspection data, it can be seen that all corbels 
are rated in condition state 4. Two out of four piles in each pier group are also rated in 
condition state 4.  
Groups are structural elements which contain several component types. Pier groups contain 
piles, corbels, headstocks and wales/bracing. The partial Multiple Deficiency Factor 
considers how many deficient components are in each group. These factors are then 
summed to give the structure’s overall MDF. The MDF is then used to calculate the 
Probability of Structural Failure, which in turn is used in conjunction with the Consequence 
of Failure factor to determine the overall risk rating. 
 
Table 4-1 - WhichBridge extract for Funnel Creek 
From Table 4-1, it is clear that the Pier Groups (P1 to P7) have the highest MDFp and 
Probability of Group Failure. A scenario where the corbels are all restored to condition 
state 3 is considered. If this were to occur, the MDFp factor would reduce, along with the 
PGF. This would have the overall effect of reducing the structure MDF and the Condition 
Factor. This will modify the overall structure risk rating. 
Name
Mod 
Code
Group 
Id MDFp DSRp PGF Risk Risk Index Rank
Funnel Creek O P1 9 1012 4056 50700 30 1
Funnel Creek O P5 9 1012 4056 50700 30 2
Funnel Creek O P4 9 1012 4056 50700 30 3
Funnel Creek O P7 9 1012 4056 50700 30 4
Funnel Creek O P6 9 1012 4056 50700 30 5
Funnel Creek O P2 9 1012 4056 50700 30 6
Funnel Creek O P3 9 1012 4056 50700 30 7
Funnel Creek O A1 10 728 2917 36461 24 8
Funnel Creek O S1 5 272 1088 13605 13 9
Funnel Creek O S8 5 272 1088 13605 13 10
Funnel Creek O A2 3 255 1019 12743 8 11
Funnel Creek O S3 0 26 105 1315 1 12
Funnel Creek O S4 0 21 85 1065 1 13
Funnel Creek O S5 0 21 83 1035 1 14
Funnel Creek O S2 0 19 74 923 1 15
Funnel Creek O S6 0 17 67 840 1 16
Funnel Creek O S7 0 17 67 840 1 17
Funnel Creek O AP2 0 15 62 771 2 18
Funnel Creek O AP1 0 15 59 733 2 19
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From an analysis of the WhichBridge algorithms, by improving all the condition states of 
all the corbels in the structure, the PGF reduces from 4056 to 2923. The MDFp drops from 
9 to 8. The corresponding drop in MDF and PSF results in the overall risk falling to 
111,795. This process is then repeated for the headstocks, piles and wales. 
 
 
Figure 4-7 Funnel Creek Structure Risk - Sensitivity analysis 
 
Figure 4-7 shows a gradual reduction in overall structure risk as components are 
progressively rehabilitated. Merely replacing or strengthening the corbels would require a 
significant investment of money and time, yet it would only reduce the risk rating by a 
small amount. However, if the corbels, headstocks and piles are all rehabilitated or 
replaced, there is a dramatic reduction in the risk rating. This is due to the fact that if all 
components in the pier group are repaired, the group’s multiple deficiency factor rapidly 
drops from 9 to 0. The Condition Factor also reduces for each component type. The 
Condition Factor is weighted so that components in condition state 4 have a CF of 8, which 
drops to a CF of 4 for components in condition state 3. This weighting applies a heavy 
penalty to any components which are rated in condition state 4. By restoring components 
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to condition state 2, there is a 75% reduction in component Condition Factor, which further 
reduces the risk rating. 
The TMR Bridge Information System has an estimating function that enables the cost of 
various standard work items to be estimated. In this manner, it is possible to estimate the 
entire rehabilitation costs for Funnel Creek Bridge. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Funnel Creek Bridge Rehabilitation Costs 
 
 
The rehabilitation costs shown in Figure 4-8 cover all the activities that would be required 
to reduce the structure risk from 146,965 to 3240. Strengthening the headstocks is shown 
as the most expensive activity at $384,545. However, from Figure 4-7, it is clear that this 
activity will result in the largest incremental decrease in risk (111,795 to 45,112). This 
shows that meaningful decreases in risk will only occur with the significant investment of 
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funding. The total cost to reduce the risk rating to 3240 is $674,552. Note that the risk 
rating is still above the target KPI of 1500. To reduce the structure risk to under 1500, even 
more rehabilitation works would need to occur, costing even more money. Even after 
investing over $600,000, this rehabilitation work would not even help TMR achieve their 
KPIs. 
The reason for this issue is that the current WhichBridge algorithm has a built-in sensitivity 
to the Multiple Deficiency Factor and the Condition Factor. If a component moves from 
condition state 3 to condition state 4, the Condition Factor is doubled. The best way to 
reduce the risk rating is to ensure the partial MDFs for each Structure Group are zero. This 
would mean ensuring that all piles, headstocks and corbels for each Pier Group must be in 
condition state 2 or better. With the current backlog of maintenance, and the excessive 
costs, this goal is very difficult to achieve.  
There is some value in evaluating the appropriateness of the KPI goal, the WhichBridge 
algorithm and the methodology of classifying condition states. Of particular concern is the 
tendency to rate girders in condition state 4 if the corbels underneath were in condition state 
4. This practice could result in the defect being counted twice, which would affect the CF 
and MDF for Pier Groups and Span Groups. A more accurate way to rate components 
would be to evaluate them discretely. If a brand new girder is seated on a pier in poor 
condition, the condition of the pier should not influence the condition of the girder. If this 
is allowed to happen, it will skew the risk ratings, and also make it harder for maintenance 
planners to efficiently prioritize work.  
A major focus for this project is to evaluate the condition state rating methodology for 
girders and corbels. If condition states can be reclassified without having to carry out 
rectification works, it may be possible to achieve a meaningful reduction in structure risk 
without having to spend any money. It should be noted, however, that overall structure risk 
considers all structural members such as piles, headstocks and decks. While it is outside 
the scope of this project to consider these components, it is acknowledged that these 
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components may also require significant rehabilitation before the risk rating is reduced to 
below the KPI limit of 1500. 
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5 Sniping 
 
To enable effective seating of bridge components during construction, notches or “snipes” 
are often cut into the components. This is common with timber girders and corbels. There 
is a concern that excessive sniping can reduce the effective strength of timber girders and 
corbels (BAM 2005a). BAM has studied the effect of snipe depths, but there remains a lot 
of uncertainty. For example, most references are based on rectangular sections, but timber 
bridges are constructed from round or octagonal sections (BAM 2005a). 
Towards the end of timber bridge era, sawn octagonal logs became more popular than 
round logs. These logs already contained flat surfaces, and were milled to consistent 
dimensions. Yet the practice of sniping still occurred. Due to the scarcity of quality bridge 
timbers, engineers recycle and reuse as many components as they can. Often old girders 
can be cut up into several corbels and then used as replacement parts. It is still possible to 
order new materials to be kept on hand for urgent maintenance. However, it is not always 
possible to order the required size replacement component. Maintenance Engineers tend to 
make do with what they have available at the time that the maintenance is required. 
Therefore, sniping continues to be used to make incorrectly sized components fit together.  
The installation of replacement components can be problematic. In particular, it can be very 
difficult to fit a new corbel over the headstocks while the girders above it are still in place. 
To install the corbel from the top, the wearing surface, deck and girders would have to be 
removed and reinstalled. As this is impractical and vastly more expensive to do, 
replacement corbels are more usually installed from underneath the bridge. Often, a corbel 
is over-sniped to make installation easier. Steel or timber packers are then used as shims to 
place the corbel at the correct height. This has the double effect of over-sniping the corbel, 
and then point-loading it over the packers. 
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In 2005, when the Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual was published, BAM was still 
investigating the effect of excessive snipe depths. Until findings are made available, 
classification of condition states of girders and corbels are based on measuring the 
percentage depth of the snipe (BAM 2005a). 
 
 
Figure 5-1 - Over-sniped corbel on Clive Creek Bridge 
 
In Figure 5-1, an over-sniped corbel has been fitted to Clive Creek Bridge. Three steel 
packers have then been welded to the top of the steel headstock in order to adjust the height 
of the corbel. The snipe depth is approaching 30%, resulting in a considerable loss of cross-
sectional area. The angle of the snipe is sharp – nearly 90°, which would cause stresses to 
be concentrated at that point. The corbel would also be point-loaded over the narrow 
packers, rather than resting on a steel spreader plate. An attempt has been made to 
strengthen the corbel by bolting steel channels to the sides. This picture is typical of the 
major defects found on timber bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district 
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5.1 Literature on Sniping 
5.1.1 Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual (BAM, 2005) 
The Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual acknowledges that sniping is used to allow easy 
insertion of replacement components. However, this technique can compromise structural 
integrity and fail to improve the condition state rating of the new component or the bridge 
as a whole. 
Sniping causes stresses to concentrate at the end of the notch, which in turn increases the 
tendency for longitudinal cracking. Once a component has cracked, the effective sectional 
depth available to resist bending and shear stresses is reduced. This can reduce the overall 
structural capacity of a component. The tensile strength of timber is lowest perpendicular 
to the grain. The stresses concentrated at the snipe can thus cause cracking if they result in 
tensile stress normal to the grain. An excessively deep snipe also reduces the cross sectional 
area available to resist bending and shear forces. 
 
Figure 5-2 Crack Propagation due to Sniping 
(Source: Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual, 2005) 
 
 
In order to reduce the concentration of stresses at the snipe, a recommended snipe angle of 
1:4 is preferred, however in practice this is rarely achieved. While this may reduce the 
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concentration of stresses at the snipe, it does not affect the overall reduction in shear 
capacity due to a decreased cross sectional area. 
Excessive sniping of corbels is considered to be less severe as the notch is in compression 
rather than tension. This reduces the tendency for longitudinal cracking. There is a concern 
that an excessively deep cut may cause the corbel to lose bending strength and then fail in 
bending when loaded. 
 
 
Figure 5-3 Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual (2005) - Remedial Actions for Sniped Components 
 
 
The Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual recommends that any girder with a snipe depth 
greater than 30% of the original sectional depth should be replaced. Anything less than 
15% is acceptable, and snipes between 16% and 30% of the depth should be strengthened 
with anti-splitter bolts. 
The Bridge Inspection Manual outlines what condition state a component should be placed 
in based on the observed snipe depth. The are other potential defects such as rot or splitting 
which may result in a component being rated in a worse condition. Generally, the most 
limiting defect and corresponding condition state are recorded. The presence of other less 
serious defects is usually recorded in the Inspectors notes. 
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Figure 5-4 Condition State Requirements from Bridge Inspection Manual 
 
 
5.1.2 BAM Advice Note #23 – Guidelines for Sniping (Notching Seatings) of 
Timber Girders (2003) 
This advice note reinforces the sniping limits of 15% to 29% of girder depth. This does not 
specify what sniping limits should be applied to corbels. Advice Note #23 states that BAM 
is testing timber girders to evaluate the effect of snipes. Thus far, the outcome of any testing 
has not been published in a revised Bridge Inspection Manual or Timber Bridge 
Maintenance Manual. 
5.1.3 Capacity of Notched Timber Girders (Wilkinson, K, Thambiratnam, D & 
Ferreira, L, 2005). 
In 2005 a team from the Queensland University of Technology undertook destructive 
testing of old TMR bridge timbers. Their analysis identifies a shortcoming in AS1720, in 
that the method for determining maximum shear capacity of notched timber beams is only 
applicable to rectangular beams. Bridge girders and corbels are either round or octagonal, 
but not rectangular. The paper also identified the following issues: 
 Grey Ironbark typically lost 50% of its strength after a long time in service 
 Grey Ironbark consistently demonstrated a lower Modulus of Elasticity and lower 
Modulus of Rupture than that of its particular Strength Group in AS1720. 
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 Destructive testing showed that most poor performing specimens had a snipe depth 
of greater than 10% of the cross-section depth. 
 Girders in condition state 4 experienced a large decrease in maximum failure strain. 
 
The paper did not investigate the relationship between different snipe depths and strain or 
condition state. However, it did recommend that anti-splitter bolts be installed to all girders 
with a snipe depth between 15% and 30%. Testing was carried out on girders only, and 
sniped corbels were not considered. 
5.1.4 AS1720.1 (2010) Timber Structures – Design Methods 
Due to the lack of specific bridge design codes which cover timber bridges, AS1720 is the 
current benchmark for the design of timber bridges. However, this standard was not written 
with bridges in mind, and the guidelines are for generalised timber structures, including 
timber framed buildings. The size of bridge timber components, their connections, and the 
loads they must carry are significantly different to most other timber structures. 
Appendix E9 deals with the general case of a notched rectangular beam. This does not 
account for round or octagonal girders. However, the design principal is the same. 
Excessive notching will lead to a reduction in member strength. Some of the negative 
effects of sniping can be alleviated by increasing the opening angle of the notch. 
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6 Structural Analysis 
6.1 Strand7 
 
Strand7 is a Finite Element Analysis software package. It contains tools for creating 
detailed 2D and 3D models, and a set of solvers which enable analysis to be done on a 
variety of loading combinations. Typical results include bending moment and shear force 
diagrams, strains and deflections. 
The Strand7 interface is node-based. Nodes are points in space which are typically defined 
using a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y and z axes). Nodes can be joined to create various 
structural elements. In Strand7, the available structural elements are either beams, plates, 
or bricks. 
Beams are the simplest elements, and are just lines joining two or more nodes. Strand7 
contains a selection of beam cross-sections which enable users to simulate a selection of 
standard steel I-beams and concrete beams. Beams can be used to make simplified models 
complex structures such as high rise buildings. Buildings can exist as simple line drawings, 
or be rendered to show the different beam and column profiles. Nodal restraints can be used 
to simulate different connection types. Rigid and pin-joined connections can be modelled 
in this way. 
Three or more nodes can be joined together to form 2-dimensional plates. Plates are used 
to model thin-walled vessels such as pipes and tanks. By assigning a thickness to a plate, it 
can be used to model floor slabs in a building made of beams. 
Bricks are the most complex elements. In Strand7, Bricks are 3D solid shapes. Unlike a 
Beam which is a 1-dimensional representative line with structural properties assigned to it, 
Bricks can be used to model an actual component to a high degree of accuracy. Bricks are 
formed by extruding Plates. Most Bricks are hexahedral but it is possible to create wedge 
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shaped Bricks as well. Like Beams or Plates, it is possible to assign material properties to 
Brick elements. Typical properties include material density and Modulus of Elasticity. 
There are several benefits to the Strand7 package: 
 It is Australian and written to be compatible with Australian Standards 
 It is available as a student version at a reduced cost 
 It is user-friendly with a simple graphical interface 
 Material properties can be assigned to each component to accurately model its 
behaviour 
For these reasons, Strand7 was selected as the preferred tool for modelling timber 
components. 
 
6.2  Model Development 
 
The purpose of modelling timber components such as girders or corbels is to investigate 
the relationship between snipe depth and the stresses and strains developed under loading 
at the snipe location. These relationships can then be used to validate the condition state 
reporting requirements contained in the TMR Bridge Inspection Manual. 
A suitable modelling methodology had to be developed. Beams would have been the 
simplest method, however beams in Strand7 are a 1-dimensional line, making it impossible 
to model different snipe depths. Plate elements would enable a 2-dimensional 
representation of a girder or corbel to be analysed. However, the girder cross-section is 
octagonal rather than rectangular. The results from a 2-dimensional analysis would not be 
applicable to a 3-dimensional girder, as the cross section profile changes with increasing 
snipe depth. Therefore, the best method of modelling timber girders and corbels is to use 
Brick elements. 
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In order to develop a relationship between stress concentrations and snipe depth, it was 
decided to create models of individual components with snipes ranging from 0% to 50% of 
the depth of the component. Snipe depths were increased at 10% intervals. For each snipe 
depth scenario, both a corbel and a girder were modelled.  
To ensure the models are as accurate as possible, dimensions were taken from the Timber 
Bridge Manual and original TMR timber bridge design drawings, and then converted to 
metric measurements. These measurements were then used to create models of typical 
TMR girders and corbels in Strand7. The dimensions used are: 
Component 
Section 
profile 
Section 
Depth 
(inches) 
Section 
Depth 
(mm) 
Length 
imperial 
Length 
metric 
(m) 
Snipe 
slope 
Girder Octagonal 19" 482 30” 9.1 1:4 
Corbel Octagonal 19" 482 10'9" 3.3 1:4 
Table 6-1 Timber Girder and Corbel dimensions 
 
 
6.2.1 Model Limitations and Assumptions 
 
Finite Element models can only ever represent a simplified version of reality. While there 
has been a lot of effort made to ensure the models reflect reality as close as possible, there 
are several limitations to the model: 
 Components are idealised based on common lengths and profiles. Where a range 
of alternatives were available, the most limiting dimensions were chosen, as those 
were likely to result in the most adverse effects.  
 The 3-dimensional Brick models cannot account for the effects from sloping grain 
or knots in the timber. These are properties that are unique to each individual 
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timber component and their effects are difficult to predict. Timber is assumed to 
have grains aligned with the longitudinal axis, and free from knots or other defects. 
 Timber is a highly variable material. Material elastic properties are derived from 
the Australian Standards, and may not represent the actual properties of a specific 
species or piece of timber. Material properties will be discussed further in this 
chapter. 
 The models assume that there are no other forms of degradation such as piping, 
surface checks or rot. It is theoretically possible to model these degradation 
mechanisms but it would require a much finer mesh, resulting in greatly increased 
computation time. 
 The models do not account for repeated load effects or age-related loss of strength 
(which may be up to 50% of original strength). 
 The angle of snipe is assumed to be 1:4 regardless of snipe depth, but in the real 
world, the angle of the cut is highly variable due to installation restrictions and 
substandard workmanship. 
 
 
6.2.2 Modulus of Elasticity (E) 
 
The modulus of elasticity, or Young’s Modulus, is the relationship between the stress 
applied along one axis and the strain along the same axis (USFS 1992). The formula for 
the modulus of elasticity is given by: 
 
  stress
strain
E
 

    (6.1) 
Stress is measured as force over area and expressed in Megapascals (MPa) or Gigapascals 
(GPa). 1 Pascal is 1 N/m2. 
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Strain is the ratio of change in dimension to the original dimension. The dimensional units 
are mathematically cancelled out, hence the strain formula is dimensionless. 
  0L L    (6.2)  
As strain is dimensionless, the modulus of elasticity is expressed in the same units as stress 
(MPa or GPa). Materials with a high modulus of elasticity exhibit very little elastic 
deformation under comparatively high applied stresses. Concrete can have a modulus of 
elasticity of approximately 30 GPa, whereas timber (along the grain) is around 11 GPa, 
depending on species. The modulus of elasticity indicates material stiffness rather than 
strength. 
6.2.3 Modulus of Rigidity (G)  
 
The modulus of rigidity is also known as the Shear Modulus. It is the ratio of shear stress 
to shear strain: 
 shear stress
shear strain
G 

   (6.3) 
Shear stress is measured as force over area. However, while normal stress is a stress applied 
perpendicular to a body, shear stress is a stress applied parallel to a body. 
6.2.4 Poisson’s Ratio 
Poisson’s Ratio defines the relationship between the resultant strains in two perpendicular 
directions due to the stress applied in one of those directions. For example, a tensile stress 
along a body’s x axis will cause elongation in the x direction, but a contraction in the y 
direction. Poisson’s Ratio provides a relationship between these two resulting strains. 
Poisson’s Ratio is given by: 
 y
x



     (6.4) 
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Where y  and x  are the strains in the x and y directions, resulting from a stress in the x 
direction (Dinwoodie 2000). As strains are dimensionless, Poisson’s Ratio is also 
dimensionless, and is expressed as a ratio only. 
6.2.5 Orthotropic Nature of Timber 
 
Timber is an orthotropic material which means it has different physical and mechanical 
properties in the three mutually orthogonal directions (USFS 1992). These directions are: 
longitudinal (parallel to the timber grain), radial (perpendicular to the grains, and normal 
to the growth rings) and tangential (perpendicular to the grain and tangent to the growth 
rings). This is shown graphically in Figure 6-1. 
 
Figure 6-1 Three principal axes of timber.  
(Source: FPL Wood Handbook, 2010, Figure 5-1) 
 
 
The different physical properties in each orthogonal direction are evident by defects such 
as shrinkage checks. These checks indicate a higher rate of shrinkage in the tangential 
direction than the radial direction. However in general, the difference in radial and 
tangential properties are minimal when compared to longitudinal properties (USFS 1992). 
Therefore, as a simplification it is reasonable to consider timber properties in two 
directions: perpendicular and parallel to the grain. The opposite of orthogonality is 
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isotropy. An isotropic material is considered to have equal properties in all directions. 
Concrete and steel are often considered isotropic.  
As timber is orthotropic, it is not adequate to define its elastic properties in terms of a single 
Modulus of Elasticity, Modulus of Rigidity and Poisson’s Ratio. Rather, there are twelve 
constants: three moduli of elasticity, three moduli of rigidity and nine Poisson’s ratios 
(Forest Products Laboratory 2010). These properties will vary by timber species and 
moisture content. 
6.2.6 Elastic Properties for Bridge Timber 
Grey Ironbark (Eucalyptus siderophloia) is a timber species that was commonly specified 
for the construction of timber bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district. It is favoured due 
to its density, strength and resistance to termites. Grey Ironbark is versatile as it is 
considered suitable for construction of piles, headstocks and girders. It is therefore the 
species selected for modelling.  
For the purposes of modelling timber bridge components made of Ironbark, a general set 
of elastic properties must be derived using available information from the literature. The 
Australian Standards are a good starting place as the characteristic values used for design 
purposes may also be suitable for modelling.  
 
According to AS1720.2 (2010), unseasoned Grey Ironbark has the following properties: 
Species Density 
(kg/m3) 
Strength 
Group 
Stress Grade (F Grade) 
Structural Grade Number (from AS2082) 
Ironbark, grey, 
unseasoned 
 
1250 
 
S1 
1 2 3 4 5 
F27 F22 F17 F14 - 
Table 6-2 Stress Grades for Grey Ironbark 
(Source: AS1720.2 (2006) Table A2) 
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Due to the size of timber bridge components, it is impossible to fully season them, so the 
timber must be assumed to be in an unseasoned state (BAM 2005a). The minimum 
requirements for timber girders according to MRTS87 are a stress grade of F27 and a 
structural grade of 1. F22 timber is accepted, provided that no defects are visible in the 
middle third of the member (where the bending moment would be greatest). 
As corbels are only secondary structural members, the requirements are slightly relaxed. 
Corbels may be stress grade F22 and structural grade 2. F22 grade Grey Ironbark is 
modelled as this is the theoretically weaker timber, and should hence produce the most 
adverse result. 
 
Regardless of species type, F22 grade timbers are given the following characteristic 
values: 
Characteristic Values (MPa) 
Stress  
Grade 
Bending  
bf    
Tension 
parallel 
to grain 
tf     
Shear 
in 
beam 
sf   
Compression 
parallel to 
grain 
cf   
Modulus of 
Elasticity 
parallel to grain 
(E) 
Modulus 
of 
Rigidity 
(G) 
F22 55 34 4.2 42 16000 1070 
Table 6-3 Characteristic Values of F22 grade timbers 
(Source: AS1720.1 (2010) Table H2.1) 
 
 
For basic design purposes utilizing AS1720, knowing the moduli of elasticity and rigidity 
parallel to the grain is usually sufficient. However, to create an accurate finite element 
model of orthotropic timber components, it must be recognised that the moduli are different 
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in each axial direction. There is very little data available for Australian hardwoods 
regarding orthotropic properties, and it has not been widely researched. However, data 
regarding the moduli in the longitudinal direction (parallel to the grain) is widely available. 
Moduli in the radial and tangential directions are linked to the longitudinal moduli using 
simple linear ratios (Forest Products Laboratory 2010). 
 
The orthotropic elastic properties for a sample of 14 American hardwood species was 
analysed to develop the following ratios (Forest Products Laboratory 2010): 
Rati
o 
T
L
E
E
 R
L
E
E
 LR
L
G
E
 LT
L
G
E
 RT
L
G
E
 LR   LT  RT  TR  RL  TL  
Ave. 0.06 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.02 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.32 0.05 0.03 
Std. 
Dev 
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01 
Max. 0.08 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.45 0.58 0.80 0.37 0.07 0.04 
Min. 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.01 0.35 0.42 0.60 0.28 0.04 0.02 
Table 6-4 Elastic Ratios for American Hardwood Timber Species 
(Source: Forest Products Laboratory, 2010) 
 
 
Based on the ratios in Table 6-4, all nine elastic constants required for the model can be 
approximated from the known Modulus of Elasticity of a timber species parallel to the grain 
(EL). 
By assuming F22 Grey Ironbark has a Modulus of Elasticity (EL) of 16,000 MPa (Standards 
Australia 2010), the following values have been calculated: 
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Moduli of Elasticity 
(Mpa) 
LE   RE   TE   
16000 1956 1956 
Moduli of Rigidity 
(Mpa) 
LRG   RTG   LTG   
1072 320 1072 
Poisson's Ratios 
LR   RT   LT   
0.4 0.7 0.5 
RL  TR  TL  
0.05 0.061 0.03 
Table 6-5 Elastic Properties of Grey Ironbark 
 
 
The subscripts L, R and T refer to the longitudinal, radial and tangential directions 
respectively. The longitudinal direction is always assumed to be parallel to the grain. It can 
be seen that the values in the radial and tangential directions have been duplicated. This 
reflects that fact that the difference between radial and tangential properties is minimal 
when compared to longitudinal properties (Forest Products Laboratory 2010). Using 
different properties in each direction was causing instability in the Strand7 model, so it was 
decided to simplify the model by assigning elastic properties based on a Cartesian 
coordinate system rather than cylindrical. This simplification assumes that timber 
properties are the same in the radial and tangential directions, but different in the 
longitudinal direction. This is consistent with AS1720 which only requires timber to be 
analysed parallel and perpendicular to the grain, but not tangential to the growth rings.  
 
6.2.7 Model Loads 
 
Each girder and corbel model will need a nominal loading applied to it in order to evaluate 
the stresses and strains developed at the snipe due to that load. The nominal loadings 
should, as close as possible, approximate the actual loadings experienced during operation. 
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To achieve this, the SM1600 loading from AS5100.2 Bridge Design Part 2: Design Loads 
(2004) will be adopted. The M1600 moving load is a design load intended to be 
representative of a modern heavy vehicle such as a B-Double truck. 
 
 
Figure 6-2 M1600 Moving Traffic Load vs. typical B-Double 
(Sources: AS5100.2 (2004) Figure 6.2.3, National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (2014))  
 
Figure 6-2 depicts the M1600 load used for bridge design in Australia. This is a design load 
only. Actual loads experienced during operation are dependent on traffic composition, 
speed, roughness and other factors. The 9 axle B-Double shown in Figure 6-2 is simply one 
of the many different axle groups used on Australian roads. The simplified design load is 
adopted as it is intended to cover the majority of situations. It is noteworthy that timber 
bridges are not constructed to AS5100 standards. Class A and B timber bridges are 
constructed to older standards where the design vehicles were significantly lighter and 
slower. In practice, many Class A and B timber bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district 
are on routes where they are regularly subjected to loads far in excess of their original 
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design rating. In order to ensure the most adverse effect is being considered, the M1600 
load from AS5100.2 will be used in lieu of the older Class A or B Bridge Design Codes. 
A typical A-Class timber bridge has a kerb-to-kerb width of 22 feet (6.7m), with each span 
being supported by six timber girders. This means that an M1600 load in a single traffic 
lane would be supported by three girders. As a simplification, it is assumed that each girder 
carries an equal share of the load. 
The M1600 6kN/m distributed load is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the width 
of a 3.2m design lane. Therefore, the design distributed load in kilopascals is: 
 26 kN/m 1.875 kN/m  =1.875 kPa
3.2m
   
Each girder is assumed to support an equal third of the total load: 
 13.2m 1.875 1.066 1.875 2.0 kPa
3
      per girder 
The top face of each octagonal girder is only 0.2m wide, yet it supports approximately 1m 
width of deck. Thus the support reaction in the girder is: 
 
2 2
2
2
2 kN/m 1 m 10 kN/m 10 kPa
0.2 m
     
A single girder is therefore likely to experience a uniformly distributed load of 10kPa on 
its upper surface due to the passage of an M1600 class heavy vehicle. 
 
6.2.8 General Layout of Models 
 
The girders and corbels are modelled to closely resemble sawn octagonal timber 
components, as used for Class A timber bridges on Queensland state controlled roads. 
Although Class A bridges are now considered obsolete, the components used for 
maintenance and rehabilitation are of similar dimensions. 
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Figure 6-3 Typical Timber Girder layout 
 
 
Figure 6-4 Typical Timber Corbel layout 
 
 
Each component has its own local coordinate system, which enables the orthotropic 
properties of timber to easily be assigned. The x direction is always the longitudinal 
direction, which is parallel to the timber grain. The y axis is the vertical axis. The z axis 
(not shown) is normal to both the x and y axes, and acts into the page.  
Due to the fact that bolted connections loosen over time, it is assumed that the timber 
girders are simply supported. This is modelled with a pin and roller arrangement. In 
Strand7, the pin is modelled by fixing the nodes at the supports against displacement, but 
allowing nodal rotation in the x, y and z directions. The roller is modelled by fixing the 
nodes against displacement in the z and y directions only. Several restraint locations are 
investigated to determine which produces the most adverse effect. In the case of the girder, 
the outer support is positioned 180mm from the girder end, approximately where the girder 
would rest directly over the pier headstocks. This condition assumes that the underlying 
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corbel has deteriorated and is not providing sufficient support to the girder. The inner 
support is positioned 250mm from the location of the snipe. This condition assumes that 
the corbel is functioning adequately, and is providing sufficient support to the girder. The 
250mm measurement is based on the location that the connecting bolts are installed to 
connect both components.   
The timber corbels are also assumed to be simply supported over the headstocks with a pin 
and roller connection. The width of the corbel over the headstocks is 500mm, which is 
based on original timber bridge drawings. In all cases, restraints are fixed in the y direction, 
to model a perfectly rigid restraint which will not deflect under loading. 
 
6.3 Structural Analysis Results 
 
6.3.1 Timber Girder 
 
Six timber girders were investigated, with snipe depths ranging from 0% to 50% of the 
cross sectional depth. The Solve function in Strand7 allows a variety of reactions to be 
determined, including displacement, support reactions, and distribution of stresses and 
strains. These properties are visualised using coloured contours on the surface of the model. 
Alternatively, individual bricks and sections can be investigated in further details using the 
Peak function. 
As all girders had the same properties, load conditions and restraint conditions, the analysis 
can fairly compare them to determine how the snipe depth affects girder behaviour. 
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6.3.1.1 Girder Displacement 
Displacement was considered in the vertical y-direction only. The midpoint of the girder 
was taken to be the point of maximum vertical displacement. In all cases, displacement was 
negative, resulting in sagging of the girder at its midpoint. 
 
 
Figure 6-5 Girder Midpoint Displacement 
 
Figure 6-5 shows that displacement at the girder midpoint increases as snipe depth 
increases. The increase in displacement is approximately linear, however the gradient 
appears to increase above a 30% snipe depth. More data points would help confirm this. 
 
6.3.1.2 Girder Strains 
Strain is a measure of the deformation of a member under an applied stress. The load 
applied to the girder causes normal and shear stresses to be developed. Normal stresses 
acting in the XX and YY directions will be considered. XX strain is the strain in the 
longitudinal direction. As the girder bends under load, compressive stresses are developed 
at the top of the girder, and tensile stresses are developed at the bottom of the girder. The 
couple created by these opposing stresses forms the bending moment.  
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YY strain is the deformation normal to the longitudinal axis. At the supports, YY strains 
are negative to show that the girder is being compressed under load. However, at the snipe 
location, YY strains tend to become tensile as the load reaction attempts to pull the wood 
fibres apart. It is thought that this YY strain is the culprit which causes longitudinal splitting 
of timber girders. The Strand7 FEA model allows the stresses and strains at the location of 
the snipe to be considered. This enables the strains at different snipe depths to be compared. 
 
 
Figure 6-6 Girder Longitudinal Strains vs Snipe Depth 
 
First considering strain in the XX direction, it is immediately clear in Figure 6-6 that at 
snipe depths below 30%, there is a gradual, linear change in strain. As snipe depth increases 
beyond 30%, the rate of change of strain increases dramatically, shown by a sharp increase 
in gradient. This implies that a considerable reduction in performance can be expected at 
snipe depths over 30%. The risk of structural failure is also increased if the localised strain 
at the snipe increases beyond the capacity of the timber. 
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Figure 6-7 Girder Transverse Strains vs Snipe Depth 
 
Strains in the YY direction also increase in a linear fashion up to around 20% snipe. In 
Figure 6-6 there appears to be an inflection point at 30% snipe, above which YY strain 
again increases at a faster rate. 
 
Figure 6-8 Girder 0% Snipe - XX Strain 
 
 
Figure 6-9 Girder 0% Snipe - YY Strain 
 
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 show how the XX and YY strains are distributed across a girder 
with 0% snipe. In line with conventional bending moment theory, the XX strains are tensile 
at the bottom of the girder, neutral at the middle, and compressive at the top of the girder. 
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Likewise, YY strains are evenly distributed across the girder, except at the supports where 
some compressive strain in the Y direction is observed.  
 
Figure 6-10 Girder 10% Snipe - XX Strain 
 
 
 
Figure 6-11 Girder 10% Snipe - YY Strain 
 
If the snipe depth is increased to 10% of the cross section depth, there is little change in the 
distribution of strain in the XX direction, as seen in Figure 6-10. However, Figure 6-11 
clearly shows a higher YY strain at the point of the snipes. Due to the sudden change in 
cross sectional area, stresses and hence strains become concentrated at this point. This 
concentration of stress equates to a bigger stress over a smaller area. If this stress exceeds 
the local capacity of the timber, a longitudinal split will develop. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-12 Girder 40% Snipe - XX Strain 
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Figure 6-13 Girder 40% Snipe - YY Strain 
 
 
Figure 6-14 Girder 40% Snipe - YY Strain Close-up 
 
 
The situation becomes exacerbated at deeper snipes. Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show the 
XX and YY strains on a girder with 40% snipes. A close-up view of the girder (Figure 
6-14) shows a tensile YY strain at the point of the snipe. At high loadings, the development 
of tensile YY strains at the snipe will encourage splitting to occur. Once a girder splits, the 
2nd moment of area decreases to the area available above the split. The girder has less 
effective depth to withstand bending and shear. In a worst case scenario, this would lead to 
complete structural failure of the girder. Deeper snipes encourage this greater loss of cross-
section once the girder splits, which adds to structure risk. 
A potential defence against structural failure is the installation of anti-splitter bolts. These 
bolts are installed vertically through the girder at locations near the snipes. As the YY stress 
develops, is it transferred to the steel bolts, which will alleviate the strain in the timber 
member. The anti-splitter bolts would only be effective where there is enough cross-
sectional area remaining to withstand the shear forces at the supports. 
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6.3.2 Timber Corbel 
 
Similar to the girders, six timber corbels were also modelled with snipe depths varying 
from 0% to 50% of the cross sectional depth. The most adverse conditions for the corbel 
occur when the girder load is transferred close to the corbel outstand. This would occur if 
the girder end had deteriorated, resulting in the support point creeping back towards the 
end of the corbel. This is actually the structural purpose of the corbel, to offset the effects 
of deterioration to the ends of the girders, and provide a larger bearing surface for the 
girders to rest on. 
The support reactions for the girder models were used to model point loads on the corbel 
models. The most adverse support reaction occurred in the 0% sniped girder, as its higher 
self-weight contributed to a larger support reaction. This reaction was then transposed to 
the corbel models. The girder support reactions of 992 kN per restrained node were applied 
as vertical point loads to 2 nodes at either end of the corbels. As the through-bolt connection 
between girder and corbel is installed approximately 250mm in from the corbel end, this 
was the location chosen to apply the point loads. Strand7 Peak and Graph functions were 
used to investigate the behaviour of the corbel at the location of the snipe. 
 
6.3.2.1 Corbel Displacement 
While girder displacement was measured at the midpoint, the most adverse corbel 
displacement will occur at the ends of the corbels. As snipe depth increases, the 
displacement of the corbel ends also increases. The applied loads cause girders to sag at 
the midpoint, whereas the same applied load will cause a hogging action at the corbel 
midpoint. A high 2nd moment of area is the best way to improve bending capacity. With 
girders, there is usually no loss of cross-sectional area at the midpoint where bending 
moment is greatest. Unfortunately, the reverse is true for corbels. Maximum bending occurs 
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at the point of minimum 2nd moment of area. Excessive sniping will magnify this negative 
effect. 
 
 
Figure 6-15 Corbel End Displacement vs Snipe Depth 
 
 
Figure 6-15 shows how the vertical displacement of the corbel ends increases with an 
increased snipe depth. Performance deteriorates greatly as the snipe depth exceeds 30%. 
Corbels can be strengthened with steel brackets bolted to each side of the corbel. As the 
corbel hogs under applied loads, the bending moment is transferred to the stiff steel C-
channel brackets. This can help prevent excessive deflection, while ensuring that bending 
stresses developed over the shallow midpoint of the corbel do not exceed the capacity of 
the timber. 
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6.3.2.2 Corbel Strains 
 
Like girders, sniped corbels also experience the concentration of stresses and strains at the 
point of the snipe. However, the strains are usually compressive rather than tensile. This 
means it is unlikely that excessive sniping will cause the corbel to split, but may make it 
more susceptible to crushing failure instead. 
 
 
Figure 6-16 Corbel 0% Snipe - XX Strain 
 
 
Figure 6-17 Corbel 0% Snipe - YY Strain 
 
Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 show the stresses and strains of an un-sniped corbel under 
load. Strains are evident at the supports and loading points, but nowhere else. 
 
 
Figure 6-18 Corbel 50% Snipe - XX Strain 
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Figure 6-19 Corbel 50% Snipe - YY Strain 
 
Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 show how strains are distributed in a corbel with a snipe depth 
of 50%. The tensile and compressive XX strains are confined to a very shallow cross-
section at the midpoint of the corbel. This raises the issue of potential bending failure due 
to a 50% reduction in cross-section area and depth. YY strains are also evident over the 
headstock supports. These strains do not appear to affect the corbel at the snipes. This is 
likely due to the fact that YY strains at the snipe are generally compressive. One issue that 
was discovered during the modelling process was that the meshes were too coarse for the 
corbel models. This was giving unstable results. Due to time constraints, a convergence 
study has not yet been undertaken to refine the meshes to an appropriate size. As a result, 
there will be no further analysis of the corbel results until the meshes are all refined and 
new simulations run. 
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7 Conclusions and Further Work  
 
7.1 Summary 
 
A thorough literature review has been conducted to identify the major challenges posed by 
the remaining timber bridges in service on Queensland state controlled roads. The outcome 
of the literature review was to identify key issues which could then be explored in greater 
detail. One of the key issues identified was the poor overall state of the timber bridge 
network in the Mackay-Whitsunday district. 
A case study which looked at the whole network, as well as an individual bridge was 
conducted to quantify the most common defect types. The scope of the project was 
narrowed to superstructure elements (girders and corbels). When looking at these 
components, common defects such as point loading, excessive sniping and substandard 
strengthening were identified. Raw data from over 20 different timber bridges in the 
Mackay-Whitsunday region was used to quantify these defects. 
Funnel Creek Bridge was analysed according to the WhichBridge algorithm. In practice, 
WhichBridge operates in the background of the TMR BIS program. For this project, the 
algorithm was recreated in a spreadsheet which enabled “what if” scenarios to be 
developed. Funnel Creek was selected as it had the worst risk rating of timber bridges in 
the district. The “what if” analysis examined the effect of various rehabilitation activities 
on the overall structure risk rating.  
Having identified sniping as a major area of concern for timber bridges in the district, finite 
element modelling was used to further investigate this issue. The models were used to 
simulate the behaviour of girders and corbels with different snipe depths. Preliminary 
results tend to confirm the TMR restriction on snipes greater than 30%. 
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7.2 Achievement of Objectives 
 
1) Literature review of the asset management methodologies  
During the literature review, asset management methodologies were investigated. This 
focused mainly on the methods employed by TMR in Queensland. However, external 
sources such as RMS, IPWEA and Austroads were also consulted.  
2) Critically evaluate the current Bridge Information System used by TMR.  
A lot of effort went in to becoming familiar with the TMR Bridge Information System 
and the WhichBridge algorithm. From this review, several issues were discovered 
including the use of outdated manuals and software, as well as inconsistencies with 
data entry of Level 2 inspections. 
3) Validate the way in which condition states are calculated. 
Through the use of finite element methods, timber components were modelled. A lot 
of detail went into making the timber girders and corbels orthotropic. Timber properties 
for Grey Ironbark were research. This information was used to ensure the models were 
a close approximation to real life. However, there are inherent difficulties with 
modelling timber due to it being naturally highly variable. Many assumptions had to 
be made. 
The analysis of the models under applied loads clearly showed a sharp decrease in 
performance where the snipe depth exceeded 30%. This applied to both girders and 
corbels. The outcome of the finite element analysis tends to reaffirm the maximum 
snipe depth of 30%. It also justifies the condition state 4 rating for over-sniped 
components. 
Condition state ratings, by their nature, are based on observable traits specific to each 
component. It is a subjective number used in an attempt to quantify some sort of defect. 
Condition states are not intended to quantify the load capacity of a component or a 
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structure – they merely indicate general condition. For this reason, I believe condition 
states should be used for plotting deterioration trends from natural and mechanical 
degradation. They are not the ideal way to quantify inbuilt defects such as excessive 
sniping or point loading, as these defects do not change with time, hence no 
deterioration curve can be plotted. 
It is therefore difficult to link condition states to the structural performance of a sniped 
component. However, due to the history of continuing adequate performance, with no 
corbel failures attributed to excessive sniping, the case could be mounted to relax the 
requirements of the Bridge Inspection Manual. 
 
Figure 7-1 Corbel Sniping – Current and Proposed Limits 
 
The finite element models only considered performance under an arbitrary loading. 
Performance is broadly defined by the amount of deflection and the degree to which 
stresses were concentrating at the snipe. As large decreases in performance are not 
observed until snipe depths exceeded 30%, it is proposed that the maximum snipe depth 
for a corbel be increased from 25% to 30%. There was little observable difference in 
performance between 0% and 10% snipes, so it may also be suitable to allow snipes up 
to 10% to be rated in condition state 1 instead of condition state 2. Strengthening should 
also be considered as a viable option to component replacement, while also permitting 
the condition state to be improved. 
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4) Conduct a case study involving a selection of timber bridges in the Mackay-
Whitsunday district.  
The case study was conducted at two levels. The whole network was broadly considered, 
while a single bridge – Funnel Creek Bridge – was investigated in greater detail. 
The network analysis focussed only on timber bridges in the Mackay-Whitsunday district. 
The overall condition on bridges on the network was discovered through the analysis of 
network level WhichBridge reports and by consulting Level 2 inspection reports. During 
the project, the scope was narrowed to only consider the corbel and girder components. 
Despite this narrow scope, over 22 bridges and over 700 individual components were 
evaluated. Time constraints did not permit the evaluation of other primary members like 
piles and headstocks. 
The outcome of the network evaluation showed that the timber bridge network is in very 
poor condition when compared to other structures such as concrete. It also identified the 
major issue to be point loading. This is a man-made defect which is caused when a girder 
is installed over a headstock without the required steel spreader plate to spread the load. 
Point loading could lead to localised crushing failures due to the concentration of forces 
over a very small area. It was noted, however, that the point loading defect resulted in an 
automatic rating of condition state 4, which is probably excessive considering that no 
failures have been observed as a result of the missing spreader plate. The second most 
common defect was substandard strengthening. The use of coach screws to install steel 
brackets was common in the past, but is now considered substandard, as they do not transfer 
loads as effectively as a bolt which goes right through the entire member.  
Strengthening is generally required to reinforce sniped components. If the second most 
common defect is due to strengthening, this implies sniping itself is also an issue. Snipe 
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depth measurements were extracted from the raw data, which found that only 25% of 
components had a snipe depth of less than 10%. Girders and corbels were commonly sniped 
between 11% and 21%, with a significant minority having snipes up to 35%. This network 
analysis confirms the anecdotal observation that snipes are a major problem in the Mackay-
Whitsunday district. However, the analysis also showed that point loading of the corbels is 
an even more pressing issue which requires further investigation. 
Funnel Creek Bridge was analysed in greater detail through a recreation of the 
WhichBridge algorithm. The outcome of this analysis demonstrated that due to the Multiple 
Deficiency Factor, performing maintenance on one component, or several of the same 
components, had little impact on the overall risk rating. For example, even if every corbel 
was replaced on Funnel Creek Bridge, the risk rating would only decrease a small amount. 
The most significant improvements in risk rating occurred when maintenance targeted 
multiple components in the same structure groups (pier groups or span groups). By 
rehabilitating all components in a group, the MDF was significantly reduced, which 
resulted in a much greater improvement in risk rating. This unfortunately means that even 
if all girders and corbels were restored to condition state 2, the overall effect on the risk 
rating of timber structures will be minimal. 
The analysis of Funnel Creek Bridge also estimated the cost required to reduce the risk 
rating. Costs were based on TMR standard costs for various maintenance activities. From 
this analysis, it showed the most expensive activities also generated the most benefit in 
reducing the risk rating – you get what you pay for. 
The cost and level of effort required to reduce the risk rating of a timber bridge is very high. 
This calls into question the viability of TMR’s KPI of a 1500 risk rating. Due to the large 
number of defective structures in the Mackay-Whitsunday district, achieving this KPI 
would require a significant investment which could run into the tens of millions of dollars. 
If the KPI is not achievable, there could be some scope for TMR to re-evaluate their KPIs. 
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5) Present results to TMR for further action.  
At the present moment, the results of this research have not been presented to TMR. I 
believe additional research is needed. In particular, the cost benefit of reducing the 
quantifiable condition state rating of sniped components needs to be investigated. This 
could be done by subjecting the WhichBridge ratings to further “what if” analyses. 
 
7.3 Further Work 
 
There are many opportunities for further work in this field. Timber bridges will continue 
to be in service for many years, and maintenance methods need to be continually refined in 
order to maximise sustainability and minimize the risks to the traveling public. 
More detailed modelling, particularly of the timber corbels, would give greater confidence 
in the FEA results. A convergence study would help choose an appropriate mesh size for 
the models and ensure the most accurate results are given. There is a limitation in Strand7 
because it does not calculate the ultimate capacity of a timber component. The service loads 
are also likely to be complex in terms of magnitude and duration. This should be 
investigated in greater detail, with Structural Health Monitoring used on in-service bridges 
to validate the simulated loadings. If actual capacities can be determined, the FE models 
may become a suitable tool for load capacity assessments. 
The models consider an un-cracked, un-strengthened component. The modelling could be 
extended to simulate post-crack behaviour. Strengthening using steel brackets and bands 
could also be modelled in detail. This would enable an “equivalent snipe depth” to be 
developed. For example, if a strengthened corbel with a 30% snipe performs the same under 
identical conditions to an un-sniped corbel, this could justify a condition state rating of 1 
or 2 instead of 4. However, to make these judgements, a lot more research is required. 
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The “what if” analysis of Funnel Creek Bridge yielded some interesting observations. This 
type of analysis could be extended to a network level, to give engineers a tool to determine 
the most effective utilisation of funds and scarce resources. If the aim is the reduction of 
risk rating, the ability run through various scenarios would be very useful. WhichBridge 
pulls large volumes of data from ARMIS and BIS sources very quickly, so a future upgrade 
to this program would be more effective than trying to achieve the same result using 
spreadsheets. 
TMR uses a risk assessment methodology based on relative risk rather than absolute risk. 
This means structure risk ratings are only meaningful when compared with other structures 
on the network. Other road authorities around the world use different risk assessment 
paradigms. Some further work could involve a comparison with the methods employed in 
other countries, with a view to either confirming the relative risk model as the most suitable 
for Queensland, or suggesting an alternative paradigm. 
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9 Appendices 
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9.1 Appendix A – Project Specification 
 
ENG4111/4112 Research Project 
Project Specification 
For:   Jethro Cohen 
Major:   Civil Engineering 
Supervisors:  Weena Lokuge 
Enrolment:  ENG4111 – EXT S1, 2016 
  ENG4112 – EXT S2, 2016 
Project Aim:  Investigation of Timber Bridge Maintenance techniques 
Programme: Issue C, 14th April 2016 
1. Literature review of timber bridge inspection and maintenance techniques. Inspection 
and maintenance manuals for various councils and state government agencies will be 
considered. 
2. Critically review the Bridge Information System (BIS) used by TMR. Identify potential 
areas for improvement. A particular point of focus is reviewing the ways in which 
condition states and significance ratings are calculated. It is believed that BIS either 
under-rates or over-rates various elemental risks, leading to increased inspection and 
maintenance costs. 
3. Conduct structural modelling of selected timber components (e.g. in Strand7 or 
similar) to validate the way in which condition states are calculated. Components of 
particular concern to TMR are timber girders and corbels. Further analysis of these 
components under different conditions will help test the validity of empirically derived 
condition assessments  
4. Using the Mackay – Whitsunday district as a case study, review the condition states of 
a selection of timber bridges. Comment as to whether the condition state ratings 
suggested by BIS for different components or the structure as a whole are feasible. 
5. Present the results to TMR and suggest improvements to the timber bridge inspection 
and maintenance procedures. The aim would be to reduce costs associated with inspecting 
and maintaining bridges in poor condition states which may actually be structurally sound 
and performing well. 
The potential outcomes of this research project are: reduced rehabilitation costs, 
increased safety, prolonged service lives, and improvements to the inspection & 
maintenance manuals. 
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9.2 Appendix B – Risk Assessments 
 
Figure 9-1 Safety Risk Assessment 
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Figure 9-2 Project Risk Assessment 
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Figure 9-3 Risk Matrix 
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9.3 Appendix C – Timeline 
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9.4 Appendix D – Typical WhichBridge Output (Network Level) 
 
 
Figure 9-4 Typical WhichBridge Report for Mackay-Whitsunday District 
(Source: Bridge Information System – WhichBridge Module)  
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9.5 Typical Class A Timber Bridge Design Drawing 
 
 
Figure 9-5 Typical Timber Bridge Design Drawing, as used in the Mackay-Whitsunday District 
(Source: Bridge Information System) 
